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Preface
The 1st Workshop on Making Sense of Microposts (#MSM2011) was held in
Heraklion, Greece, on the 30th of May 2011, during the 8th Extended Semantic
Web Conference (ESWC 2011).

Posting information about on-going events on Twitter and Facebook; check-
ing into and contributing new information about Points of Interest on Foursquare;
updating one’s status on a variety of social networking sites, using a variety of
devices, while stationary or on the move, are now so commonplace that such plat-
forms are often the first point of call for searching for and sharing information
covering a wide range of events, topics and personal or work-related interests.

As a result, enormous quantities of small user input are being piped into the
data streams of the Web, leading to a rate of growth which has never before been
witnessed. We refer to such small user inputs as Microposts. The #MSM2011
workshop discussed emerging to fairly advanced work on the research this has
engendered. Micropost data, which spans disparate, heterogeneous topics, there-
fore requires new techniques for information extraction and the leveraging of se-
mantics from Microposts, to glean the knowledge contained, and new tools that
make optimal use of the semantics encoded in Microposts’. The discussions also
looked at studies related to Microposts, both social and from a more technically
oriented perspective, that should contribute to building appealing new systems
based on this type of data.

#MSM2011 is unique in targeting both Semantic Web researchers and other
fields, both within Computer Science, such as Human-Computer Interaction, and
outside Computer Science, particularly the Social Sciences, in order to harness
the benefits different fields bring to research involving Microposts. #MSM2011
recognises the importance of maintaining a focus on the end user of Microposts’
– ranging from the mainstream mobile phone or computer user with little to
no technical expertise, to the Semantic Web expert – in order to ensure that
appealing and usable tools are developed, that harness the particular benefits of
Semantic Web technology.

Many hearty thanks to all our contributors and participants, and also the
Programme Committee whose feedback resulted in a rich collection of papers,
posters and demos, each of which adds to the state of the art in leading edge
research. We are confident that this is the start of a series of workshops that
will continue to target the rich body of information generated by the many and
varied authors in the online world.

Matthew Rowe KMi, The Open University, UK
Milan Stankovic Hypios / Université Paris-Sorbonne, France
Aba-Sah Dadzie The University of Sheffield, UK
Mariann Hardey The University of Durham, UK
#MSM2011 Organising Committee, May 2011
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Introduction to the Proceedings
Out of a total of 19 paper submissions, 7 full and 2 short papers were accepted,
around which two main discussions were held. This was in addition to a poster
and demo session, to exhibit practical application in the field, and foster further
discussion of the ways in which data extracted from Microposts is being reused.
The accepted submissions cover an array of topics; we highlight these here.

Information Diffusion and Influence

Three submissions to the workshop addressed the topics of Information Diffu-
sion and Influence within Microposts. Weller et al.’s paper, ‘Citation Analysis
in Twitter: Approaches for Defining and Measuring Information Flows within
Tweets during Scientific Conferences’, analysed the flow of information through
tweets at scientific conferences, by assessing the diffusion of URLs and retweets.
‘Making Sense of Location Based Micro-posts Using Stream Reasoning ’ by Celino
et al. proposes a framework to identify so-called mavens – experts on a given
POI – utilising stream reasoning to handle the deluge of Microposts and enable
effective identification. A demo by Huron et al., titled ‘Polemical Video Anno-
tation by Twitter ’, models arguments and discussions between users on Twitter
during video broadcasts. The application enables contentious points in videos to
be identified, and leads to further information exchange and debate.

Entity Extraction and Semantics

Microposts often refer to entities within their content; identifying such entities
enables effective tracking of mentions and consensus concerning opinion. How-
ever, the limited length of Microposts makes detecting and extracting such refer-
ences challenging. ‘Extracting Semantic Entities and Events from Sports Tweets’
by Choudhury and Breslin presents an approach to this problem in the form of
named entity recognition from sports tweets, testing various features for the de-
tection task – i.e. linguistic features, statistical analysis and domain knowledge.
Entity extraction is utilised in ‘Follow me: Capturing Entity-Based Semantics
Emerging from Personal Awareness Streams’ by Cano et al., to first detect enti-
ties in users’ personal awareness streams – derived from status updates coupled
with the context of the user – before using such entities to suggest concepts that
correlate with the context of the user.

The interestingly titled ‘Does Size Matter? When Small is Good Enough’ by
Gentile et al. presents the novel experiment of truncating emails from Micropost
size (i.e. 140 characters) up to the full size of each email in a given corpus, and
then performing text classification over the truncated emails. Results are com-
pared with the classification using the full emails, showing that truncated emails
provide a sufficient summarisation for accurate classification. In ‘Discovering the
Dynamics of Terms’ Semantic Relatedness through Twitter ’, by Milikic et al., the
semantic relatedness of terms in Microposts is assessed. Their approach measures
the dynamic aspect of semantic relatedness over time under the hypothesis that
the relation between terms is incorrectly assumed to be static.
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Politics and Sentiment

Microposts enable opinion to be expressed to a global audience with relative
ease. As a result, platforms that provide functionality to publish Microposts are
often central to emotive discussions, such as political uprisings. The workshop
accepted three papers that explore work in this area. Skilters et al.’s paper, ‘The
Pragmatics of Political Messages in Twitter Communication’, assesses political
messages on Twitter; their analysis reveals a link between retweet popularity and
offline political consensus. ‘Automatic Detection of Political Opinions in Tweets’
by Maynard and Funk presents an approach to political opinion detection and
analysis in tweets. The authors conjecture that a middle ground is required
between sophisticated NLP techniques that function over rich review corpora
and more naïve, simplistic, weighted lexicon-based approaches. They present
work that attempts to fills this gap and evaluate their work over a large corpus
of political tweets from the 2010 UK General Election.

To gauge sentiment in tweets, Nielsen’s paper, ‘A New ANEW: Evaluation
of a Word List for Sentiment Analysis in Microblogs’, proposes a new sentiment
word list. Detection of sentiment in tweets normally utilises a weighted seman-
tic lexicon, looking up individual terms and returning their valence. Existing
lexicons are available for this task, therefore Nielsen presents his new word list
and compares its performance in sentiment detection against, among others, the
ANEW semantic lexicon. Results show comparable performance.

Workshop Awards

Two awards were made, sponsored by the EU FP7 WeGov project1. Best paper
nominations were sought from the reviewers, and a final decision agreed by
the Chairs, based on the nominations and review scores. The best poster/demo
award was based on nominations by participants during the workshop.

Additional Material

The call for participation and all paper, poster and demo abstracts are avail-
able on the #MSM2011 website2. The full proceedings are also available on the
CEUR-WS server, at: http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-718.

1 http://www.wegov-project.eu
2 http://research.hypios.com/msm2011
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Citation Analysis in Twitter: 

Approaches for Defining and Measuring Information 

Flows within Tweets during Scientific Conferences 

Katrin Weller
1
, Evelyn Dröge

1
 and Cornelius Puschmann

2
, 

 

Heinrich-Heine-University Düsseldorf,  
1 Dept. of Information Science & 2 Dept. for English Language and Linguistics, 

Universitätsstr. 1, 40225 Düsseldorf, Germany 
{katrin.weller, evelyn.droege, cornelius.puschmann}@uni-duesseldorf.de 

Abstract. This paper investigates Twitter usage in scientific contexts, particu-

larly the use of Twitter during scientific conferences. It proposes a methodology 

for capturing and analyzing citations/references in Twitter. First results are 

presented based on the analysis of tweets gathered for two conference hashtags. 

Keywords: Twitter, microblogging, tweets, citation analysis, informetrics. 

1   Introduction 

With its enormous gain in popularity, the microblogging service Twitter has already 

become the subject of different scientific studies. [1] were among the first to 

investigate why and how people use Twitter: “From our analysis, we find that the 

main types of user intentions are: daily chatter, conversations, sharing information 

and reporting news. Furthermore, users play different roles of information source, 

friends or information seeker in different communities”. Studies from different fields 

of research exist that focus on specific application areas, for example Twitter in 

politics and elections [2], in organizational informal communication scenarios [3] or 

during natural disasters [4]. Within this paper, we investigate Twitter usage in 

scientific contexts and consider Twitter as a means for scientific communication. The 

scientific use of Twitter has received some attention in previous work, e.g. [5], [6], 

[7], [8]. Our paper suggests refinements of analyzing datasets based on tweets 

collected during scientific conferences and present our results from applying novel 

forms of intellectual tweet content analyses. Our overall aim is to better understand 

how scientists use Twitter and whether traditional patterns of scientific 

communication are being mapped to microblog communications or whether entirely 

new practices emerge. Therefore we consider information flows as an aspect of 

citation analysis within scientific Twitter communication. Scientific communication 

in its classical form of publications and citations has long been a subject to analyses 

in the fields of scientometrics and informetrics. Informetric citation analysis 

distinguishes citations from references [9]: A citation is a formal mention of another 

work in a scientific publication – viewed from the cited work‟s perspective. A 
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reference is the same mention of a work but viewed from the citing work‟s 

perspective (typically in form of a reference section in a publication). Thus, citations 

and references are two sides of the same coin1. Our paper investigates whether and 

how similar information flows exist in microblog communications by comparing two 

types of citations on Twitter: URLs pointing to external resources and retweets (RTs) 

that cite other users‟ tweets (a more detailed definition will be given in section 2.2). 

For both types, we propose methodological approaches to performing citation analysis 

on conference tweets data and present first results for these approaches based on a test 

dataset collected via the hashtags of two scientific conferences. This paper should 

thus primarily be viewed as exploratory research in the field of informetrics for 

microblogging. It may provide a basis for future work on developing novel 

informetric indicators or for the development of applications that make use of these 

indicators, e.g. for identifying and ranking popular tweets, popular twitterers  or 

external resources, as well as for displaying user networks based on co-ciation or 

bibliographic coupling. This work thus also relates to webometrics [10], a sub-

discipline of informetrics that discusses metrics for information exchange and com-

munication on the Web. Recently, new Web 2.0 tools that enable novel forms of 

social interaction have brought about a range of new aspects that can be measured and 

evaluated (e.g. relating to access and usage, Web publication behavior, user 

interrelations). [10] explains that measuring Web 2.0 services offers new ways for 

data mining; it can help to gain insights to “patterns such as consumer reactions to 

products or world events”. [11] provide an overview on Web 2.0 services  (including 

microblogging) that may be of interest for new scientometric indicators by measuring 

publication impact based on social mentions .  

2   Identification of Scientific Microblogging Activities 

Twitter is a tool which is not dedicated to one particular application scenario and thus 

includes users with various backgrounds and different motivations. It is difficult to 

identify scientific tweets or twitterers for analyses.2 In the next section we will discuss 

the challenges of gathering data about scientific Twitter usage in order to explain why 

our datasets are purely based on hashtags from scientific conferences  and thus to 

indicate some limitations of our current approach.  

2.1   Basic Problems in Identifying Scientific Microposts  

Currently, there are no reliable statistics about how many scientists use Twitter (and 

more specifically, how many of them do so for science-related communication). 

Empirical studies (quantitative and qualitative designs) that investigate scientists‟ 

motivations for using Twitter are still missing. Presumable reasons for using Twitter 

might be timely access to novel information sources and spontaneous creation of 

                                                                 
1 We will use „citation‟ as the broader term for both citations and references.  
2 In a fundamental consideration one may furthermore discuss the proper definition for what 

exactly counts as a scientist or a scientific publication, but this is not a focus of our work. 
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networks based on shared interests (e.g. via hashtags), as well as general benefits of 

informal communication as identified by [3]. There is also no general definition of 

scientific tweeting. It may for example refer to the following aspects:  

 Any tweet with scientific content or linking to scientific content : The scientific 

Twitter data could be a set of tweets with actual scientific contents. This, however, 

is almost impossible to achieve, as it would require either manual identification of 

tweet contents or elaborated computer-linguistic automated methods  as well as an 

elaborated definition for „scientific contents‟. Another interesting subset of Twitter 

is the number of tweets that include links to purely peer-reviewed scientific 

publications on the Web [11]. Yet, currently tweets with links to scientific 

publications are also difficult to collect automatically.   

 Any tweet published by a scientist: Analyses of scientific microblogging may be 

entirely based on its users. Such approaches are frequently applied in analyses of 

scientific blogging, while the definition of „scientist‟ in this context may be narrow 

(only including members of universities) or broad (including also, for example, 

teachers and science journalists). In analyzing Twitter based on users, one always 

depends on the biographical information provided by the twitterers. Furthermore, a 

selection of users will have to be made manually. [12] have for example manually 

identified 28 twittering scientists (using a snowball system) to analyze their 

citation behavior. [13] has identified twitterers with academic background by 

examining the list of followers of the Chronicle of Higher Education‟s Twitter 

account. To our awareness, there are so far no studies that analyze Twitter accounts 

belonging to scientific groups or institutions.  

 Any tweet with a science-related hashtag: Finally, one may identify scientific 

tweets based on hashtags. In still rather rare cases, scientists announce particular 

hashtags for their projects or topics of interest. One example is the hashtag 

“#altmetrics” which is introduced by [14] for work on measuring scholarly impact 

on the Web. More frequently, we find specific hashtags for scientific conferences, 

some of them officially proposed by the organizers (e.g. “#websci10”). So far, 

most studies on scientific microblogging have used datasets collected via con-

ference hashtags. For example, [6] and [7] have gathered sets of conference tweets 

to perform automatic analyses on measures such as the number of tweets, the most 

active twitterers and the dynamics of the conference. [15] are developing automatic 

methods for extracting semantic information from conference tweets. [5] and [8] 

have performed manual/intellectual categorizations of tweet contents. This paper is 

the first to focus on Twitter citations in the context of scientific conferences. 

2.2   Citation Analysis on Twitter 

[12] define Twitter citations as “direct or indirect links from a tweet to a peer-

reviewed scholarly article online” and distinguish first- and second-order citations 

based on whether there is an “intermediate webpage between the tweet and target 

resource”. In their sample of tweets collected from 28 academics they discovered that 

of all tweets including an URL, 6% fit into their definition of twitter citations, i.e. 

they linked directly or via an intermediate page (like a blog post) to a peer-reviewed 
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article. We suggest that linking to a peer-reviewed publication is only one possible 

dimension of citing with Twitter and want to discuss the following  alternatives: 

 All URLs included in tweets may be counted as a form of reference. Analyses may 

focus on the types of resources that are referenced in URLs. URLs in tweets act as 

external citations (where the tweet includes a reference and the external source 

receives a citation).   

 Retweets can be interpreted as a form of inter-Twitter citations (internal citations). 

A user who retweets another one publishes a reference, the retweeted user gets a 

citation. In general, users retweet for different reasons like information diffusion or 

use retweets as a “means of participating in a diffuse conversation” [16]. Yet, 

retweet analyses are not easy to perform, due to the lack of format standardization.    

 @mentions of usernames within tweets also sometimes resemble references, e.g. in 

tweets like “Just read an interesting paper by @sampleuser”. Yet, they can 

currently not be automatically distinguished from other @messages and will thus 

have to be excluded from current analyses. 

In the following section, we will exemplarily analyze and compare some test sets of 

hashtag-based conference tweets with regard to the first two types of Twitter citations, 

namely URLs in tweets (external citations) and retweets (internal citations).  

2.3   Data Collection 

For our study we have adapted the conference hashtag principle3 to gather a collection 

of tweets. During our previous work [5] we collected tweets from four scientific 

conferences; we selected two smaller conferences (<500 participants) and two major 

conferences (>1.000 participants), with one small and one larger conference on topics 

from (digital) humanities and one small and one larger conference in the field of 

computer sciences. In [5] we performed intellectual analyses of tweets in these 

conference datasets. In this paper we now continue this work and perform the 

additional manual analysis of URLs included in tweets. For this purpose we have 

chosen the two major conferences  investigated in [5], namely the World Wide Web 

Conference 2010 (WWW 2010, hashtag #www2010) and the Modern Language 

Association Conference 2009 (MLA 2009, hashtag #mla09), as we expected to find 

discipline-specific differences there. Table 1 presents an overview of the key infor-

mation about the selected conferences and their respective hashtags. It is necessary to 

point out that this approach inevitably leads to loss of data: there may be tweets about 

the conferences without these particular hashtags or with misspelled hashtags (e.g. 

#www10). While typical misspellings may be considered for data collect ion, tags 

without any referencing hashtag cannot be collected for events like conferences. As 

we could not guarantee to capture all spelling variants for the conferences in our 

dataset4, we deliberately concentrated on the main hashtag for each conference in 

order to achieve uniform preconditions for each set. For the same reason, we did not 

                                                                 
3 We intend to broaden the approach and want to analyze and compare additional datasets based 

on identified scientific twitterers in future work. 
4 This is mainly due to limitations to retrieve tweets older than a few days via the Twitter API, 

as there were no tweet archives available for all possible spelling variants.  
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include hashtags for associated or co-located events (e.g. #websci10 for the Web 

Science Conference co-located with WWW 2010). Tweets were collected for a period 

starting two weeks before and ending two weeks after the conference (Table 1).5   

Table 1.  The test dataset for tweets with conference hashtags #mla09 and #www2010. 

Hashtag #www2010 #mla09 

Conference World Wide Web 
Conference (WWW 

2010) 

Modern Language 
Association Conference  

(MLA 2009) 

Conference location Raleigh, NC, USA Philadelphia, PA, USA 

Conference  dates 26.-30. April 2010 27.-30. December 2009 

Discipline Computer science Linguistics, literature, 

(digital humanities) 

No. of tweets from two weeks 
before until two weeks after the 

conference 

3,358  
[during period: 13. April 

2010-14. May 2010] 

1,929 
[during period: 15. Dec. 

2009-14. January 2010] 

Total no. of unique twitterers 
(average no. of tweets per twitterer) 

903 (∅ 3.72) 369 (∅ 5.23) 

Total no. of tweets during actual 

conference days only 

2,425 

[26.-30. April 2010] 

1,206 

[27.-30. December 2009] 

4   Analysis of URLs in Tweets 

Within our two datasets of #www2010 and #mla09 tweets, we identified all tweets 

that include an URL as a link to a website6 as an external citation. Within Twitter, 

URLs are often shortened with so-called URL shorteners (such as Bit.ly). Shortened 

URLs were resolved to create a list of all URLs included in the datasets. Multiple 

appearances7 of exactly the same URLs8 could be identified and counted (Table 2). 

A basic categorization scheme was developed to classify types of websites that the 

URLs included in tweets are pointing to. Each URL within the dataset was classified 

by hand according to the following scheme:  

                                                                 
5 We may now principally analyze data for this entire period or for the actual conference days 

only. If not indicated otherwise, all numbers in the following sections refer to the broader 

period from two weeks before until two weeks after the conference dates.  
6 URLs were detected by the character strings “http://”, “https://” and “www.” (followed by 

additional text, not a blank space). Expressions like „Amazon.com‟ or „Twitter.com‟ are 
more difficult to detect automatically and were deliberately left out, as one may not definitely 

state that these should act as links to Websites, they may also be interpreted as proper names 

of companies or products. 
7 URLs may appear more than once per dataset. This may in some cases be due to retweets, in 

other cases different users may post the same URL independently . 
8 As we worked with automatic techniques, only exact character string matches were identified 

as being multiple appearances of the same URL. For more precise results and for subsequent 

studies, we suggest to also check URLs with different strings pointing to the same resources, 
e.g. “http://twapperkeeper.com/hashtag/mla09” and “http://twapperkeeper.com/mla09”. 
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 Blog: This category is used for all kinds of blogs and blog posts as well as other 

private commentaries on personal websites. 

 Conference: This category is used for the official conference websites. 

 Error: If a URL could not be accessed, it was marked with this category. 

 Media: This category was applied for all types of multimedia data, e.g. photos, 

videos, other types of visualizations and graphics.  

 Press: This refers to non-scientific publications, e.g. articles in online newspapers 

or journals (in contrast to category “blog”, websites in this category have to belong 

to a journalistic source). 

 Project: This category is used for (official) websites by projects  (e.g. the website of 

a research group or of a scientific project) and project results (e.g. a particular tool 

or platform).  

 Publication: This includes scholarly publications, e.g. an article in a scientific 

online journal (these may be open access publication or intermediate pages that 

link to paid content). In contrast to category press, URLs in  this category should 

refer to a publication following scientific criteria, i.e. they should be peer-

reviewed, follow scientific guidelines and be published by a scientific journal or 

publishing house or be accepted for a scientific conference.9 The category also 

comprises lists of publications, e.g. tables of content from a proceedings volume, a 

scientist‟s website with his personal list of publications . 

 Slides: This category is used for links to presentation slides, either on presentation 

sharing platforms like Slideshare, on personal, institutional or conference websites . 

 Twitter: This category comprises links to subpages of Twitter, e.g. Twitter profiles, 

as well as Twitter-related websites such as Twapperkeeper.   

 Other: Not specified, everything that does not belong to the categories above. In 

future work, URLs classified as “Other” should be investigated in more detail in 

order to refine the categorization scheme.  

 

A considerable number of all conference tweets in our dataset includes links. 

Within the #www2010 set, 39.85% of tweets included URLs, within the #mla09 set 

there were 27.22% tweets with at least one URL. Within the total collection of 1,460 

URLs from #www2010, 574 unique URLs have been identified. Thus, each URL 

appears 2.54 times at an average (for the #mla09 set: 2.77 times).  

Table 2. Different ways to count URL citations in conference tweets.  

 #www2010 #mla09 

Number (and %)  of  tweets including at least one URL  1,338 (39.85%) 525 (27.22%) 

Number of total URLs 1,460 551 

Number of unique URLs 574 199 

 

Of course, there are highly cited URLs and those that appear only once, resulting in 

a left skewed distribution as depicted in Figure 1. For #mla09 120 URLs (60.3% of 

                                                                 
9 We are aware that this definition needs refinements and additional qualitative analysis about 

different notions of „scholarly publication‟ across scientific disciplines.  
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unique URLs) and for #www2010 312 URLs (54.36% of unique URLs) appear only 

once in the dataset. Table 2 sums up the different ways to count URL citations.   

 

   

Fig. 1. How often do URLs appear in the dataset?  

Table 3.  Most popular URLs for # www2010. 

URL Frequency Category 

http://blog.marcua.net/post/566480920/twitter-papers-at-the-www-2010-
conference 

41 Blog 

http://www.danah.org/papers/talks/2010/WWW2010.html 35 Publication 
http://kmi.tugraz.at/staff/markus/www2010/www2010_roomstream.html 29 Twitter 
http://xquery.pbworks.com/rtp-meetup 22 Error 
http://www.elon.edu/e-web/predictions/futureweb2010/carl_mala 

mud_www_keynote.xhtml 

22 Conference 

http://www.elon.edu/e-web/predictions/futureweb2010/default .xhtml 18 Conference 
http://futureweb2010.wordpress.com/schedule/ 16 Conference 
http://www.slideshare.net/haewoon/what-is-twitter-a-social-network-or-a-

news-media-3922095 

13 Slides 

http://events.linkeddata.org/ldow2010/ 12 Conference 
http://opengraphprotocol.org/ 12 Project  
http://www.websci10.org/program.html 12 Conference 

Table 4.  Most popular URLs for # mla09.  

URL Frequency Category 

http://amandafrench.net/2009/12/30/make-10-louder/ 27 Blog 

http://www.briancroxall.net/2009/12/28/the-absent-presence-todays-
faculty/ 

23 Blog 

http://nowviskie.org/2009/monopolies-of-invention/ 22 Blog 
http://chronicle.com/article/missing-in-action-at/63276/ 20 Error 

http://www.profhacker.com/?p=4448 18 Press 
http://www.samplereality.com/2009/11/15/digital-humanities-sessions-at-
the-2009-mla/ 

18 Blog 

http://chronicle.com/blogpost/the-mlathe-digital/19468/ 16 Press 

http://www.profhacker.com/2010/01/09/academics-and-social-media-
mla09-and-twitter/ 

15 Press 

http://academhack.outsidethetext.com/home/2010/the-mla-briancroxall-
and-the-non-rise-of-the-digital-humanities/ 

15 Blog 

http://www.samplereality.com/2010/01/02/the-mla-in-tweets/ 15 Blog 

Table 3 and 4 list the top ten most frequent URLs from the #www2010 and the 

#mla09 dataset. Such analyses could help to identify the most influential conference 
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contents or those conference aspects that receive high attention (particularly if URLs 

link to papers or presentation slides presented at the respective conference). In case of 

the MLA 2009 conference this will not work directly: all of the top ten 10 URLs refer 

to press reports or blog posts about the conference in general.  

 

           

       

Fig. 2. Analysis of URL categories for unique URLs and all aggregated URLs. 

In a general analysis of URL categories, great differences can be found between 

the profiles of the two test datasets (Figure 2). Twitterers during #mla09 had a general 

preference of linking to blog posts (27.14 of unique URLs, 40.29% of total URLs are 

categorized as “Blog”) and press  articles (21.61 unique URLs; 16.7% of total URLs). 

They did not link to any presentation slides (0 times category “Slides”) and hardly to 

any scientific publications (3 unique URLs).11 For #www2010, the percentage of links 

to publications and slides is clearly higher, but blogs still play an important role. 

Furthermore, 14.11% of overall URLs (6.45% of unique URLs) link to conference-

related websites (e.g. video lectures from the event). At the time of our study (May-

August 2010/ March 2011), a high number of URLs were no longer accessible or 

could not be identified due to misspellings (category “Error”).12 

                                                                 
10 The URL on rank no. 4 had to be classified as “Error” as the URL cannot be opened, but as it 

is located at http://chronicle.com it can also be assumed to have been a “Press” link.   
11 More qualitative research is needed in order to explore these discipline specific behavior. The 

majority of researchers in humanities‟ discipline may not be using presentation slides. 
12 The process of identifying URLs and resolving shortened URLs is error prone and can hardly 

be re-enacted with consistent results at different points of time. 
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5   Analysis of Retweets 

While external citations might become useful for detecting highly cited publications, 

presentations or projects, analyses of RTs are promising for identifying influential 

persons (or those receiving high attention) during a conference. So far, we have 

analyzed retweets with respect to cited and citing persons and to highly cited tweets.  

Table 5. Different ways to count retweets (RTs).  

 #www2010 #mla09 

Automatically detected RTs: Number and percentage 

of RTs in entire conference dataset  

1,121 (33.38%  

of 3,358) 

 414 (21.46% of 

1,929) 

∅ RTs per twitterer (automatically detected RTs, 

entire conference dataset) 

1.24 1.12 

Retweets including at least one URL 530  207 

Manually  detected RTs: Number and percentage of 

RTs in entire conference dataset 

1,318 (39.25% 

of 3,358) 

514 (26.65% of 

1,929) 

Manually detected RTs: Number and percentage of 

retweets in subdataset of tweets during actual 

conference days 

828 (34.13% of 

2,426) 

269 (30.6% of 

1,206) 

 

Counting retweets automatically may lead to some loss of information. Not all RTs 

start with the characteristic “RT @user”-label at the beginning of a tweet. Some may 

also be indicated with “via @user”, others simply copy a message without standar-

dized identification mark. Within our analyses, we have also manually classified 

tweets as retweets. 13 Table 5 shows the different counts for retweets , among them the 

different values for retweets that were automatically detected via the “RT @user”-

label and manually identified retweets. We did not yet distinguish simple RTs from 

“encapsulated retweets” [16]. There is a slightly higher percentage of retweets during 

the WWW 2010 conference than the MLA 09. For both conferences, a significant 

number of additional non-standard retweets could be identified manually: of 1,318 

manually identified RTs for #www2010 85% have also been detected automatically 

(80% for #mla09 retweets). For #www2010, the percentage of RTs is slightly lower 

during the actual conference dates compared to the entire dataset with an included pe-

riod before and after the conference; for #mla09 it is slightly higher during the 

conference days. 

Retweets can help to identify highly cited persons within a network. In future work 

we intend to analyze the networks based on retweets more closely. So far, we have 

identified the persons who publish the most retweets and the persons who are often 

retweeted during a conference (based on automatically identified RTs). Typically, 

                                                                 
13 We automatically counted tweets starting exactly with the string “RT @”; these counts do 

not include tweets where a “RT @” appears at other positions within the tweet text. Manually 

identified RTs should comprise all tweets that include copied tweets, whether or not they are 

labeled “RT @user”. Yet, the manual identification of RTs is not always error-free and de-

pends on the definitions for labeling a tweet as RT. We aimed to include all tweets with “RT 
@user”, “via @user” or “@user” at some position in the tweet and/or identical text strings. 
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these are not the same persons within one conference (Table 6): the top 3 persons who 

publish retweets are themselves rather rarely retweeted (#mla09: newfacmajority 1 

RT received, ryancordell 3, jcmeloni 5; #www2010: laterribleliz and uncpublichealth 

have not received any RTs, olgag has received 18). For both conferences, the three 

users who received the most retweets do all belong to the top 10 most active users 

with the most tweets in the dataset (#www2010: boraz on rank 1 with 173 tweets , 

apisanti on rank 7 with 54 tweets, futureweb2010 on rank 2 with 129 tweets; #mla09: 

samplereality on rank 1 with 150 tweets, briancroxall on rank 3 with 61 tweets, 

nowviskie on rank 9 with 45 tweets). Future work should include qualitative analyses 

to find out more about these persons backgrounds and motivations. 

Table 6. Top 3 of highly citing and highly cited twitterers during #www2010 and #mla09.  

#www2010  
RTs given 

#www2010  
RTs received 

#mla09  
RTs given 

#mla09  
RTs received 

laterribleliz (46) boraz (85) newfacmajority (25) samplereality (49) 

uncpublichealth (42) apisanty (61) ryancordell  (20) briancroxall (35) 

olgag (30) futureweb2010 (51) jcmeloni (13) nowviskie (33) 

 

   

Fig. 3. Distribution of given and received retweets for #www2010 and #mla09. 

In future, we intend to describe types of users based on the percentage of received 

and given RTs. For #mla09, there are 199 persons who have published at least one of 

the 413 retweets but only 89 persons who have „received‟ at least one of those 

retweets14. Figure 3 shows the distribution of given and received retweets . It is 

furthermore possible to identify particular tweets that were highly cited. Within the 

manually collected retweets we have identified the most highly cited original tweets. 

Table 7 and 8 show the top 3 most cited tweets 15 for #www2010 and #mla09. Most of 

the highly cited tweets do also include URLs – thus, external and internal citations are 

interwoven in Twitter. For #mla09, the top 5 RTs all include an URL. The URL con-

tained in the most frequent RT is also the most frequent one in Table 4, RT no. 2 

includes the URL on rank 5 from Table 4, the URL in RT no. 3 is on rank 3.  

                                                                 
14 For #www2010 there are 574 users who have published at least one retweet and 239 who 

have received at least one.  
15 Here, only those tweets are summed-up that include the same text and refer to the same user.  
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Table 7. Top 3 retweets for #www2010 (manually detected retweets).  

Tweet text and ID From User RTs 

a delegação brasileira presente na #www2010 acaba de receber a 

notícia: a cidade do Rio de Janeiro sediará a Conferência 

#WWW2013 (ID: 13206448810) 

w3cbrasil 24 

twitter roomstreams for every conference room at #www2010 can be 

found at http://bit.ly/bRfE69 #302C (ID: 12881760468) 

mstrohm 16 

Summary of Twitter papers presented at #www2010 
http://is.gd/bRqBF (ID: 13268676873) 

alisohani 11 

Table 8. Top 3 retweets for #mla09 (manually detected retweets).  

Tweet text and ID From User RTs 

Hey, guys, I've blogged about "the amplification of scholarly 

communication": Twitter, #MLA09, @briancroxall, & such: 
http://bit.ly/7SRgqZ (ID: 7221520139) 

amanda-

french 

18 

New at ProfHacker: “Academics and Social Media: #mla09 and 

Twitter,” by @GeorgeOnline (and a bunch of you): 
http://wp.me/pAGUw-19K (ID: 7566711357) 

profhacker 17 

"Monopolies of Invention:" text of my #MLA09 talk on labor & IP 

issues in humanities collaboration: http://is.gd/5Gckz (ID: 7185970970) 

nowviskie 16 

6   Conclusion and Outlook 

We have shown that scientists use two types of Twitter citations during scientific con-

ferences. Users cite external sources in form of URLs and quote statements within 

Twitter via RTs. This is a first indication that citations/references in Twitter do not 

exactly serve the same purposes as  classical citations/references . Future work should 

investigate more closely why users cite something on Twitter and compare the reasons 

with those that have been detected for classical citations. Furthermore, both types of 

Twitter citations may act as webometric resources: RTs may help to identify the most 

popular twitterers; URLs could be counted to measure impact of referenced 

publications or presentation slides. Both types appear with similar frequency within 

one dataset, but differences could be identified for the behavior of participants from 

the two different conferences. Future work will have to show, whether these 

differences indicate discipline-specific characteristics. Plans for successive work are 

the inclusion of additional conference datasets as well as the creation of datasets 

based on  scientific twitterers , the analysis of citation patterns over time and the 

inclusion of qualitative work (e.g. intense content analyses and interviews with users).  
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Making Sense of Location-based Micro-posts
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Abstract. Consider an urban environment and think to its semi-public
realms (e.g., shops, bars, visitors attractions, means of transportation).
Who is the maven of a district? How fast and how broad can such maven
influence the opinions of others? These are just few of the questions
BOTTARI (our Location-based Social Media Analysis mobile app) is
getting ready to answer. In this position paper, we recap our investigation
on deductive and inductive stream reasoning for social media analysis,
and we show how the results of this research form the underpinning of
BOTTARI.

1 Introduction

In the last few years, we have been witnessing the increasing popularity and
success of Location-based Services (LBS), especially of those with a Social Net-
working flavour. Twitter, Facebook Places, foursquare, Gowalla are only a few
examples of applications; those services bring a wide range on useful information
about tourist attractions, local businesses and points of interests (POIs) in the
physical world.

Although these services are enormously popular, users still suffer from a
number of shortcomings. The overwhelming information flow coming from those
channels often confuses users; it is also very difficult to distinguish between a
fair personal opinion and a malicious or opportunistic advice. This might be the
reason why users primarily link to people they know personally since there is no
clear way find out those who are trustable in an on-line social network.

In this paper, we present our collaborative effort to the design and develop-
ment of the BOTTARI application, a Location-based Service for mobile users
that exploit Social Media Analysis techniques to identify the “mavens” of a spe-
cific geographical area, who can be considered as experts of the POIs in this
area. BOTTARI was conceived by Saltlux, a Korean Knowledge Communica-
tion Company. The application is still under development and it will be made
available to Korean users in the Seoul area.

BOTTARI exploits hybrid Stream Reasoning both on heterogeneous social
network data [1] and geo-location data. The hybrid reasoning engine combines
deductive and inductive techniques. Since the input data are huge and change in
real-time, the reasoning engine works by processing streaming data. The hybrid
reasoning engine is developed on top of the LarKC platform [2], a pluggable
architecture to build applications with Semantic Web technologies.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 explains the
concept of stream reasoning and delineates the system architecture. Section 3
describes the BOTTARI app. Section 4 details some user questions in terms of
queries to our stream reasoner. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2 System Architecture
Continuous processing of information flows (i.e. data streams) has widely been
investigated in the database community. [3]. In contrast, continuous processing of
data streams together with rich background knowledge requires semantic reason-
ers, but, so far, semantic technologies are still focusing on rather static data. We
strongly believe that there is a need to close this gap between existing solutions
for belief update and the actual need of supporting decision making based on
data streams and rich background knowledge. We named this little explored, yet
high-impact research area Stream Reasoning [4]. The foundation for Stream
Reasoning has been investigated by introducing technologies for wrapping and
querying streams in the RDF data format (e.g., using C-SPARQL [5]) and by
supporting simple forms of reasoning [6] or query rewriting [7].

We are developing the Stream Reasoning vision on top of LarKC [8]. The
LarKC platform is aimed to reason on massive heterogeneous information such
as social media data. The platform consists of a framework to build workflows,
i.e. sequences of connected components (plug-ins) able to consume and process
data. Each plug-in exploits techniques and heuristics from diverse areas such as
databases, machine learning and the Semantic Web.

Fig. 1. Architecture of our Stream Reasoner

We built our Stream Reasoning system by embedding a deductive reasoner and
an inductive reasoner within the LarKC architecture (see Figure 1). First, BOT-
TARI pre-processes the micro-posts by extracting information5 whether a micro-
post expresses a positive or a negative feeling of its author about a certain POI.
After BOTTARI data arrives to the stream reasoner as set of data streams,
a selection plug-in extracts the relevant data in each input stream in form of
windows. A second plug-in abstracts the window content from fine grain data
streams into aggregated events and produces RDF streams. Then, a deductive
reasoner plug-in is able to register C-SPARQL queries, whose results can be of
immediate use (cf. Section 4) or can be processed by other two sub-workflows.
Each sub-workflow is constituted by an abstracter and an inductive reasoner,
which uses an extended version of SPARQL that supports probabilities [9].

3 The BOTTARI mobile app

The BOTTARI mobile app is a location-based service that exploits the social
context to provide relevant contents to the user in a specific geographic location.

5 This technology is a Saltlux trade secret.
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Fig. 2. Some screenshots of the BOTTARI Android application

The purpose of the BOTTARI service is to provide recommendations on local
context information to users through an augmented reality interface. BOTTARI
gives detailed information on local POIs, including trust or reputation informa-
tion. In Figure 2 , we provide some sample screenshots on how the BOTTARI
mobile application will look like once completed.

The input data for the BOTTARI service come from public social networks
and location based services (Twitter, local blogs and Korean news), are converted
in RDF streams and are then processed and analysed by the system described
in Section 2. The RDF-ized data are modelled with respect to the ontology
represented in Figure 3, which is an extension to the SIOC vocabulary [?]. Our
model takes into account the specific relations of Twitter (followers/following,
reply/retweet); it adds the geographical perspective by modelling the POIs; it
includes the “reputation” information by means of positive/negative reviews.
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Fig. 3. Ontology modelling of BOTTARI data

4 Computing Answers to User Questions

The hybrid Stream Reasoning solutions we are developing is able to answer
questions like: Who are the opinion makers (i.e., the users who are likely to
influence the behaviour of their followers with regard to a certain POI)? How
fast and how wide are opinions spreading? Who shall I follow to be informed
about a given category of POIs in this neighbourhood?

In the rest of the section we show how to issue the three queries above using
C-SPARQL and SPARQL with probabilities.
Who are the opinion makers?

Lines 1 and 3 of the following listing tell the C-SPARQL engine to register
the continuous query on the stream of micro-posts generated by BOTTARI
considering a sliding window of 30 minutes that slides every 5 minutes. Line 2
tells the engine that it should generate an RDF stream as output reporting who
are the opinion makers for a certain POI and if they are rating it positively or
negatively.

1. REGISTER STREAM OpinionMakers COMPUTED EVERY 5m AS
2. CONSTRUCT { ?opinionMaker a twd:opinionMaker ; twd:discuss [ ?opinion ?poi ] . }
3. FROM STREAM <http://bottari.saltlux.com/posts> [RANGE 30m STEP 5m]
4. WHERE {
5. ?opinionMaker a twd:TwitterUser ;
6. twd:posts [ ?opinion ?poi ] .
7. ?follower sioc:follows ?opinionMaker;
8. twd:posts [ ?opinion ?poi ] .
9. FILTER ( cs:timestamp(?follower) > cs:timestamp(?opinionMaker)
10. && ?opinion != twd:talksAbout )
11. }
12. HAVING ( COUNT(DISTINCT ?follower) > 10 )

The basic triple pattern (BTP) at lines 5 and 6 matches micro-posts of the
potential opinion makers with a POI. The variable opinion can match one of
the properties talksAbout, talksAboutPositively, or talksAboutNegative-
ly. The BTP at lines 7–8 looks up the followers of the opinion makers. The
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FILTER clause at line 9 checks whether the micro-posts of the followers, which
talk about the same POI, occurs after those from the opinion makers. At line
10 the query filters out actions of type twd:talksAbout and concentrates on
micro-posts clearly discussing a POI in a positive or negative way. Finally, at
line 12 the clause HAVING promotes the true opinion makers which have at
least ten followers who expressed the same opinion about the POI after them.
How fast and wide opinions are getting spread?

Using the RDF stream computed by the previous query, the query in the
following listing informs about how wide the micro-posts of an opinion maker
are getting spread in half an hour. To do so, it considers the reply and re-tweet
relationships among tweets (i.e., tweets linked by the discuss property in BOT-
TARI data model). Being discuss a transitive property, the C-SPARQL engine
uses the materialization technique presented in [6] to incrementally compute the
transitive closure of discuss.

1. REGISTER STREAM OpinionSpreading COMPUTED EVERY 30s AS
2. SELECT ?user ?opinionMakerTweet count(?aPositiveTweet) count(?aNegativeTweet)
3. FROM STREAM <http://bottari.saltlux.com/posts> [RANGE 30m STEP 30s]
4. FROM STREAM <http://bottari.saltlux.com/OpinionMakers [RANGE 30m STEP 30s]
5. WHERE {
6. ?user a twd:opinionMaker ;
7. twd:post ?opinionMakerTweet .
8. { ?aPositiveTweet a twd:Tweet ;
9. twd:discuss ?opinionMakerTweet ;
10. twd:talksAboutPositively ?poi .
11. } UNION {
12. ?aNegativeTweet a twd:Tweet ;
13. twd:discuss ?opinionMakerTweet ;
14. twd:talksAboutNegatively ?poi .
15. }

Lines 1, 3 and 4 tell the C-SPARQL engine to register the continuous query on
the stream of micro-posts generated by BOTTARI and on the streaming results
of the opinion makers query. In both cases, a sliding window of 30 minutes, which
slides every 30 seconds, is considered. The BTP at lines 6–7 matches the micro-
posts of the opinion makers. The BTP at lines 8–10 and the BTP at lines 12–14
look up other micro-posts that, respectively, positively and negatively discussed
those of the opinion makers. Line 2 asks the engine to generate a variable binding
reporting how many positive and negative micro-posts are discussing the micro-
posts of the current opinion makers.
Who shall I follow?

Let us consider now a specific BOTTARI user named Giulia. In the follow-
ing listing we show a query that asks for the mavens Giulia should follow to be
informed about attractions for kids, even among people she does not know. The
system uses the social network of Giulia and the last window in the stream (gen-
erated by the query in the first listing) to determine such predicted probability.

1. SELECT ?user ?prob
2. FROM STREAM <http://bottari.saltlux.com/OpinionMakers [RANGE 30m STEP 30s]
3. WHERE{
4. ?opinionMaker a twd:opinionMaker ;
5. twd:discuss [ twd:talksAboutPositively ?poi ] .
6. ?poi skos:subject twd:attractionsForKids .
7. :Giulia twd:following ?opinionMaker. WITH PROB ?prob
8. FILTER ( ?prob > 0.8 && ?prob < 1 )
9. } ORDER BY ?prob
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The BGP at lines 4–6 matches the opinion makers that have been recently
expressing positive opinions about attractions for kids. The triple patter at line
7 matches BOTTARI users that Giulia is following. Note that the following
relationship may have not been asserted yet, the construct WITH PROB extends
SPARQL by letting it query an inducted model. The variable ?prob assumes the
value 1 for the user she follows already and assumes the estimated probabilities
between 0.8 and 1 for users she may be recommended to follow (cf. line 8). The
ORDER BY clause is used to return users sorted by decreasing probability. The
query answer includes pairs of users and predicted likelihood (e.g. :Alice with
probability 0.99, :Bob with probability 0.87).

5 Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper we presented BOTTARI, a location-based mobile application which
is able to supply contents and personalized suggestions to the users. We ex-
plained the processing of new recommendations, based on the elaboration of
data streams generated by microblogging platforms like Twitter and foursquare.
The computation is defined as a workflow combining Semantic Web and machine
learning techniques and it is executed on top of the LarKC platform.

Our future work will focus on the development of the first stable version of
the BOTTARI application and its release as Android app. The initial release
will focus on Korea and will be evaluated by following a user-centered approach:
a set of users will try out the application, supplying us feedbacks via a survey
with questions about the system and its accuracy in providing suggestions.
This work was partially supported by the EU project LarKC (FP7-215535).
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Abstract. In this paper we present a method to enhance video metadata by 
using microposts generated through social interactions during live events. Our 
goal is to make visible the audience “polemical activity” (the exchange of 
arguments, counter-arguments and references) elicited by the talk, and use it as 
a tool to browse the video record. To achieve it, we design a new interface and 
service that makes a synthetic view of microposts interaction. 

Keywords: micropost, annotation, video, social interactions, live, polemic 

1   Introduction 

During a public event, more and more social Web tools are used to post real-time information 
(e.g.: Twitter, Foursquare, Facebook). In most cases, users can follow the production of 
microposts during the event thanks to tagging systems - for instance, the hashtags on Twitter.  
     For live video streams broadcasts, various webservices already offer Web pages with an 
embedded video player and interfaces for reading and writing microposts. This design pattern is 
interesting because it contextualizes the production and consumption of microposts during the 
talk. Despite the undeniable contextualization offered by this kind of interfaces (video and 
tweets), their use is not accurate in all cases. Like asynchronous or distant users may encounter 
difficulties to link the purpose of the talk with existing microposts, and due to the 
heterogeneous nature of microposts, it is difficult to generate a synthetic overview from the 
polemical activity. After the event, the memory of the social interactions is lost (especially on 
Twitter), and it is hard to retrieve the video sequence in relation to a given micropost. 

2   Polemic tweet device  

In our experiment we tried to address these issues by making a device to qualify and quantify 
micropost interaction. Before the event we are sharing with the audience a flyer (Fig.1) which 
present a simple “polemical syntax” to express formally the polemical position adopted in a 
micropost during the talk. During the event we are recording videos stream and microposts 
containing the live event hashtag and propose a polemical twitter client (Fig.2). After the event 
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we produce a special interface to browse and represent the aggregation of microposts 
synchronised with the video recording (fig.3). 
This experiment was done on a 1 hour and 11 minutes Clay Shirky’s talk the 31st January 2011. 
We have harvested 440 tweets with the “#rsln” hashtag including 97 tweets with the polemical 
syntax.  

 

 
Fig.1 The distributed flyer to 

announce the polemical syntax 
Fig. 2 Visual extract of the 

twitter client1 
Fig.3 Time stamped bar chart to 

synchronize tweets with the 
video timeline 2 

  
3   Benefits for social annotation practices 
 
The polemic tweet device leverages the analysis and synthesis possibilities offered by classical 
linear tweeter interface. Timeline provides a graphical representation of tweets flow, revealing 
the reference content, immediately laying the emphasis on timecoded hot spot. Moreover it 
offers unprecedented access to the tweets for a posteriori analysis.  
 
Last but not least, in addition to deepening the critical dimension of a discussion with the 
present or distant audience, the polemical tweeter annotation device allows engaging the user to 
take position through the polemical syntaxes and enable to avoid the determination of his 
position by post processing methods (like natural language algorithm or a Mechanical turk 
form). 
 
Here are some additional benefits of the device for social annotations practices: 
 

• It encourages public and audience to participate to the debate, to take position and to 
formalize arguments;  

• It induces a new subjective social annotation level, in complement to the so-called 
objective indexation or quotation level in so far as it enables participants to become 
aware of their subjective approach to an issue; 

• It offers new opportunities to study feedback loops on the microposts, particularly by 
identifying group emergences;  
 

                                                             
1 http://amateur.iri.centrepompidou.fr/live/client.php 
2 http://amateur.iri.centrepompidou.fr/live/rsln/polemicaltimeline.php 2 http://amateur.iri.centrepompidou.fr/live/rsln/polemicaltimeline.php 
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Abstract. Large volumes of user-generated content on practically 
every major issue and event are being created on the microblogging 
site Twitter. This content can be combined and processed to detect 
events, entities and popular moods to feed various knowledge-
intensive practical applications. On the downside, these content items 
are very noisy and highly informal, making it difficult to extract sense 
out of the stream. In this paper, we exploit various approaches to 
detect the named entities and significant micro-events from users’ 
tweets during a live sports event. Here we describe how combining 
linguistic features with background knowledge and the use of Twitter-
specific features can achieve high, precise detection results (f-measure 
= 87%) in different datasets. A study was conducted on tweets from 
cricket matches in the ICC World Cup in order to augment the event-
related non-textual media with collective intelligence. 

 

1. Introduction 

Microblogging sites such as Twitter1, Tumblr2 and Identi.ca3 have become some of 
the preferred communications channels for online public discourse. All of these sites 
share common characteristics in terms of their real-time nature. Major events and 
issues are shared and communicated on Twitter before many other online and offline 
platforms. This paper is based on data obtained from Twitter because of its popularity 
and sheer data volume.  The amount of content that Twitter now generates has crossed 
the one billion posts per week mark from around 200 million users, covering topics in 
politics, entertainment, technology and even natural disasters like earthquakes and 
tsunamis. Extracting useful information from this constant stream of uninterrupted but 
noisy content is not trivial. 

                                                            
1 http;//www.twitter.com/ 
2 http://www.tumblr.com/ 
3 http://www.identi.ca/ 
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The extraction of useful content such as entities, events and concepts needs to address 
many conventional IR-related issues as well as some Twitter-specific challenges. 
Nevertheless, the results can be useful in many real-world application contexts such 
as trend detection, content recommendation, real-time reporting, event detection, and 
user behavioural and sentiment analysis, to name a few. In the present study, we tried 
to detect named entities and interesting micro-events from user tweets created during 
a live sports event (a cricket match). The application of these results aims to augment 
sports-related multimedia content generated elsewhere on the Web. 

Making sense of social media content is not trivial. There are many social media-
specific challenges in capturing, filtering and processing this content. Some of the 
typical issues are as follows: 

 Tweets are 140 characters in length, forcing users to use short forms to 
convey their message. Many routine words are shortened such as “pls” for 
“please”, “forgt” for “forgot”, etc. We need a special dictionary to 
understand this constantly-evolving community-specific lingo. 

 There is a lack of standard linguistic rules. Due to the lack of space, 
language rules are avoided when necessary, and as a result conventional 
information extraction techniques do not work as expected. 

 The use of slang words, abbreviations and compound hashtags are 
community driven rather than based on any dictionary or knowledge base. 

The goal and objective of this paper is to classify the tweets mentioning the named 
entities and interesting events occuring during a live game. Despite knowing that the 
content generated during an event includes discussions and opinions about the event, 
detecting the discussed entities and interesting sub-events is challenging. As an 
example, consider a tweet “O¹Brien goes ARGH!!!” which actually means that a 
player called (surname) O¹Brien got out. Manual observation says that this tweet 
contains one named entity (the player¹s name) and one interesting event (getting out), 
but text processing applications fail to detect them due to the lack of context rules. 
We propose various approaches including linguistic analysis, statistical measures and 
domain knowledge to get the best possible result. For instance, instead of simple term 
frequency measures, we represent each player and possible interesting events with 
features drawn from multiple sources and further strengthen their classification score 
with various contextual factors and user activity frequency (tweet volume). 

 Our contribution includes: 

 Detecting named entities based on various feature sets derived from tweets 
and with the help of background knowledge such as event websites and 
Wikipedia. 

 Developing a generic framework to detect interesting events which can be 
easily transferred to other sports events. 
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Figure 1 shows a visual illustration of the steps followed in this work. 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: section 2 presents our methodology and 
approaches to address the issues of feature selection and classification; section 3 
describes the evaluation and results of the study. Related work is discussed in section 
4, followed by conclusions in section 5. 

 

 

Fig.1. Overview of various steps followed. 

2. Methodology 

Our goal is to build classifiers which can correctly detect the players’ named entities 
and the interesting micro-events within a sports event. We started by crawling tweets 
during the time of the cricket matches using the Twitter API. Since we can crawl 
tweets with keywords, we collected some related keywords and various hashtags (ICC 
cricket world cup, #cwc2011, cwc11, cricket, etc.) as a seed query list. Despite our 
filtered and focused crawling, many users use the popular hashtags and keywords to 
spam the stream to get attention. Including these tweets due to the mere presence of 
hashtags or keywords may bias the analysis, so a further round of de-noising is 
performed following a few simple heuristics as described below: 

1. Messages with only hashtags. 
2. Similar content, different user names and with the same timestamp are 

considered to be a case of multiple accounts. 
3. Same account, identical content are considered to be duplicate tweets. 
4. Same account, same content at multiple times are considered as spam tweets. 

 
Using the above heuristics, we were able to identify and remove 1923 tweets from the 
dataset of 20,000 tweets.  Our goal is not to eliminate all noise but to reduce it as 
much possible in order to get a proportionally higher percentage of relevant tweets. 

Feature Extraction 

Dataset GT 

Dataset ind

Dataset F

GT 
Annotation 

Feature 
Extraction 

#Cricket : Kevin O'Brien playing 
some glorious shots..!! :) 

Kevin 
O'Brien 
shots Classifiers 
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The next step is to divide the datasets into two parts (DFeature and DGroundTruth). 
DGroundTruth is manually annotated and DFeature is used for feature extraction. Each event 
and entity is considered as a target class and is represented with a feature vector. 
Details of the feature vector are described in sections 2.3 and 2.4.1. 

Once the players are represented with the feature vector, the next step is to classify 
the tweets to say whether it contains any mention of a player or not. If the 
classification is positive, then matching is performed based on the player’s full name. 
Each player is considered as a target class. Let P ={p1, p2, … pn} be a set of players 
and let FV(pi) be a set of features used to represent the player. Let M = {m1, m2, … 
mn} be a set of tweets belonging to a single game. We then train the classifier: 

,
1 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
0 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  

where pi is the player’s feature and mi is the input tweet. Similar classification is 
performed for the micro-event detection task. 

2.1 Dataset 

We collected three datasets for training, testing and feature selection. Dataset (DF) is a 
collection of 20,000 messages collected during the first round matches of the ICC 
World Cup. Dataset DGT is a subset of DF and consists of 2000 tweets. Dataset 
Dindependent (Dind) (independent of training) is a set of 1500 messages from one game 
played between Ireland and England. Dataset DGT and Dind are manually annotated 
with a label of the player’s name for any player entities and with “yes”, “no” or 
“others” for the presence or absence of interesting events. Three students with a 
knowledge of the game were asked to annotate DGT and Dind. To increase the quality, 
we gave them information regarding the matches they were looking at and also 
regarding the team players. To maintain the quality of annotations, we considered that 
two out of three annotators had to agree for a label. The results showed that all three 
agreed on labels in 86% of cases while agreement between two occurred 94% of the 
time. 

2.2 Background Knowledge 

Since the main event (a game between two teams) is a pre-scheduled event, we 
obtained the background knowledge - in terms of the team names, venue, date, 
starting time, duration, and player details (names) - from the game website. We also 
collected various concepts common to cricket games from Wikipedia as a list of 
context features. The list consists of domain terms such as “crease”, “field”, “wicket”, 
“boundary”, “six”, ”four”, etc. All of this background information was collected 
manually. 
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2.3 Feature Selection for Entity Detection 

We developed a player classifier which captures a few general characteristics and 
language patterns from the tweets. Each feature is given a binary score of 1, 0. 

2.3.1 Terms Related to a Player: The vector consists of name-related features. These 
are: full name, first name only, last name only, initials, etc. One more feature which 
we considered to be useful was the nickname of the player. However, since 
correlating nicknames to player names proved difficult, we could not include that 
feature. Table 1 below shows a few examples of the feature subset. 

Table 1: Features related to a player. 

Player Name-Related Feature 
Kevin Peterson <Kevin Peterson, Peterson, KP> 
Sachin Tendulkar <Sachin Tendulkar, Sachin, Tendulkar, 

SRT> 
 
2.3.2 Terms Related to the Game: While studying the tweets, we realised that a 
player’s name alone and its variations will lead to low precision as there may be many 
irrelevant discussions mentioning the player’s name. In order to increase the quality 
and precision, we added a context feature where the game-related key terms appear 
within a window of four words. These key terms are manually prepared, which has 
been discussed in the background knowledge section. Examples of such occurrences 
are given below in Table 2. If we find these rules existing in the message, the feature 
score becomes 1. 

Table 2: Tweets with the context feature. 

#Cricket : Kevin O'Brien playing some glorious shots..!! :) 
Captain Afridi goes this time, wicket for Jacob Oram. 
First SIX of the tournament for Afridi!!! #cwc2011 

 
As tweets are highly informal, capitalisation is infrequent, but when it does occur we 
count it as a feature and score accordingly. Many players are now addressed and 
mentioned via their Twitter account, so the presence of a player’s username 
(@<player>) or hashtag (#<player>) are also counted as Twitter-specific features. 
Finally, a player’s feature vector looks like: 

FV(pi) = <full_name, first_name_only, last_name_only, initials, initial+lastname, 
context_word, capitalisation, player_mention, player_hashtag> 
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2.4 Micro-Event Detection 

An event is defined as an arbitrary classification of a space/time region. We target 
events which are expected to occur during a certain time frame (i.e. the match 
duration), but location is not an issue here as we know the venue of the match and we 
are not interested in fine-grained locational information such as field positioning 
within the stadium. We made a few assumptions regarding an event’s characteristics, 
namely that (1) they are significant for the results of the game, and (2) many users 
(the audience) will be reacting to these events via their tweets.  The methodology 
options available for detecting game-related micro-events from tweets are: (1) 
statistical bursty feature detection; and (2) feature-based event classification. We 
combined both approaches to get the best possible result. 

2.4.1 Event Feature Selection 

Interesting events that arise during a game are not pre-scheduled, but there is the 
possibility that these events can occur at any moment of time during the game. We 
manually selected these events from the Wikipedia “Rules of Cricket” pages. There 
are two broad categories (“scoring runs” and “getting out”) and 12 sub-categories of 
micro-events. Through our observation of tweets, we saw that most tweets referred to 
the “out” event by itself while not bothering too much with the specific “out” types 
such as “bowled”, “LBW” or “run-out”, though they are occasionally mentioned. 
Based on this, we restricted our classification task to three major possible events, i.e. 
“out”, “scoring six”, and “scoring four”. Each event is represented with a feature 
vector which consists of keyword features related to the event. 

Keyword Variations: An event is represented by various key terms related to the 
event. The logic of including such variations is that users use many subjective and 
short terms to express the same message -  “gone”, “departed”, “sixer”, “6”, etc. – 
when caught up in the excitement of the game. These features are again extracted 
from the DF dataset. 

Linguistic Patterns: Like the player classifiers, the event classifier also includes 
contextual features and linguistic patterns to detect the events. The presence of such a 
pattern gets a score of 1 for the feature, otherwise 0. A few of the examples are shown 
below: 
 

Table 3: Mentions of interesting events during a match. 

#sixer from #kevinobrien for #ireland against #england  #cricket 
Kevin O'Brien OUT ! Ireland 317/7 (48.1 ov)  #ENGvsIRE #cricket #wc11 
Crap O'Brien goes ARGH!!! 
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2.4.2 Tweet Volume and Information Diffusion 

We cannot say from a single tweet that an event has occurred. In order to make our 
detection reliable, we take crowd behaviour into account. Based on the assumption 
that interesting events will result in a greater number of independent user tweets, we 
computed two more features to add to the event feature vector: (1) the tweet volume; 
(2) the diffusion level. Tweet volume is the level of activity while the event is being 
mentioned, taken during a temporal interval tmi where i ={1 ... n} and the duration of 
each tmi is two minutes (can be any duration depending the requirement). We used a 
two-minute interval for simplicity but it can be of any temporal size. If the number of 
messages is higher than a threshold of average plus 1 α, we mark the feature as 1, 
otherwise set it to 0. 

The second feature is the level of information diffusion that takes place during the 
time interval tmi. It is presumed that more and more users will be busy sharing and 
communicating the event through their own tweets rather than reading and forwarding 
others. This means that there will be less retweets (RTs) during the event interval 
compared to the non-event intervals. This assumption has been confirmed from our 
observations of the data that the immediate post-event interval has a lesser number 
tweets than the non-event intervals. The same assumption is also proved in the study 
[2]. The feature is marked the same way as the tweet volume feature. 

3. Evaluation and Results 

Our evaluation started with the dataset DGT which is manually labelled both for 
players and interesting events. We first ran the players classifier and the results are 
shown in Figure 2. The objective of the evaluation is to judge the effectiveness of the 
proposed approaches to detect players’ named entities and game-related micro-events 
against the manually-annotated datasets DGT and Dind. We also tested the weight of 
various features in classification (positive) and found that a combination of any name 
feature with the context feature (game-related term) is the best performing feature 
compared to any other combinations (Figure 5). 

 
Fig. 2: Recall and precision of the player detection classifier. 
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90% 86% 87%
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Player Entity  Detection 
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Like the player classifier, we ran the same evaluation for micro-event detection but in 
two different stages: (1) classification with only linguistic features, and (2) 
classification with all features. With linguistic features only (Figure 3), recall is very 
low at 70% and precision is 74%. This may be due to the noise in tweets. Many event-
related keywords are also used in normal conversations like “out”, “over”, etc. 

 

 

Fig. 3: Event detection performance with linguistic features only. 

However, when we included the tweet volume and information diffusion level scores, 
both recall and precision further increased to 86% and 85% respectively, as shown in 
Figure 4. 

 

 

Fig. 4: Event detection performance with all features combined. 

 

The results show that irrespective of any features, performance for the “no” labels is 
always better than for the “yes” labels. We assume this result may be due to the 
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greater number of negative samples available in the data compared to the positive 
samples. 

 

Fig. 5: Individual feature performance in player classification. 

One question we were interested in answering was can the classifiers be used on other 
data which is independent of the training and the testing data? To explore this 
proposition, we ran the classifier on the independent dataset Dind collected from a 
different game involving two different teams (England vs. Ireland). For this 
experiment, we tagged the content with part-of-speech tagging using the Stanford 
NLP tagger4; in the feature space, we replaced the player’s name with a proper noun 
placeholder. A summary of the results for both players and event detection is shown  
Figure 6. 

(a) 
 

(b) 
 

Fig. 6: (a) Player detection and (b) event detection in dataset Dind. 

As expected, the player classifier scored poorly compared to the event classifier, as 
the player classifier is heavily dependent on the players’ names and their variations. 
Even if we replace the names with proper noun placeholders, many player mentions 
are only by first or last name, and other names could not be identified as proper nouns 

                                                            
4 http://nlp.stanford.edu/links/statnlp.html 
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by the part-of-speech tagger. However, the event detection results are good, and the 
F-measure is above 80% as the features are more generic in nature. 

4. Related Studies 

Twitter is one of the most popular social media sites with hundreds of thousands of 
users sending millions of updates every day. It provides a novel and unique 
opportunity to explore and understand the world in real time. In recent years, many 
academic studies have been carried out to study issues such as tweet content 
structures, user influence, trend detection, user sentiment, the application of Semantic 
Web technologies in microblogging [1], etc. Many tools exist for analysing and 
visualizing Twitter data for different applications. For example, [3] analyses tweets 
related to various brands and products for marketing purposes. A news aggregator 
called “TwitterStand” is reported in [4] which captures breaking news based entirely 
on user tweets. 

The present study addresses the research question of identifying named entities 
mentioned in microblog posts in order to make more sense of these messages. 
Therefore, the focus of our discussion in this section will be on various related studies 
concerning entity and event recognition in social media scenarios, especially in 
microblogs. Finin et. al [7] attempted to perform named entity annotation on tweets 
through crowdsourcing using Mechanical Turk and CrowdFlower. Similar research in 
[8] reported an approach to link conference tweets to conference-related sub-events, 
where micro-events are pre-defined as opposed to the sports domain where interesting 
events unfold as and when the event proceeds. Researchers in [2] built a classifier 
based on tweet features related to earthquakes and used a probabilistic model to detect 
earthquake events. Authors in [5] used content-based features to categorise tweets 
into news, events, opinions, etc. Tellez et al. [6] used a four-term expansion approach 
in order to improve the representation of tweets and as a consequence the 
performance of clustering company tweets. Their goal was to separate messages into 
two groups: relevant or not relevant to a company. We have adopted many 
lightweight techniques to identify named entities and micro-events during a sports 
event so that we can later use these results to address existing problems related to 
conceptual video annotation. 

5. Conclusion 

We presented approaches to identify named entities and micro-events from user 
tweets during a live sports game. We started with a filtered crawling process to collect 
tweets for cricket matches. We arranged three datasets (DF, DGT, Dind); DGT is a subset 
of DF. DGT and Dind are manually annotated with player names and “yes” or “no” for 
players and events respectively, while DF was used to extract the feature set. 
Classifiers built on these features were able to detect players and events with high 
precision. The generic features of our event detection classifier were applied to an 
independent dataset (Dind) with positive results. Our future work includes transferring 
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the algorithm to other sports areas as well other domains such as entertainment, 
scientific talks and academic events. 
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Abstract. Social activity streams provide information both about the user’s in-
terests and about the way in which they engage with real world entities. Recent
research has provided evidence of the presence of emergent semantics in such
streams. In this work, we explore whether the online discourse of user’s social
activities can convey meaningful contextual information. We introduce a user-
centric methodology based on tensor analysis for deriving personal vocabularies
given an entity-based context. By extracting entities (e.g. location, organisation,
people) from the user’s stream content, we explore the data structures that emerge
from the user’s interrelationship with these entities. Our experimental results re-
vealed that the simultaneous correlation of entities leads to the identification of
concepts which are relevant to the user given a specific context. This methodol-
ogy is relevant for mobile application designers (1) in fostering user entity-based
ontologies for merging user context in pervasive environments, (2) for personal-
ising entity-based recommendations.
Keywords: linked data streams, social awareness streams, microblogging, con-
text

1 Introduction

The past few years have seen the launch of different social networking platforms that
allows a user to expose their online presence, create groups and build bridges for com-
municating within their online social spheres. The high usage of these platforms has
generated an enormous amount of personal information online creating unprecedented
opportunities for a wide range of research related to knowledge management, user con-
textualisation, and the Semantic Web.

In this paper, we focus on the analysis of a user’s social activity streams (a.k.a
personal awareness streams [32]) generated from different social networks.We consider
a user’s social activity stream as a historical dataset from which context-sensitive items
can be derived. Users produce data streams, not only providing information regarding
the physical world (e.g. location, surrounding things) but also regarding their digital
environment (e.g. adding new friends, microblogging). Therefore, we see the user’s
social activity streams as virtual sensors that could provide valuable information not
only about the user interests but also about the user’s physical contextual situation.

This paper sets out to explore whether the use of aggregations of personal aware-
ness streams can convey meaningful contextual information given a set of different
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entities that the user has interacted with within their online discourse during a time-
line. In this paper, we introduce the Concept Selection Induced from Social Stream
Aggregations (CSISSA) methodology, which captures entity-related information (e.g.
organisations, locations, people, links) emerging from a personal awareness stream ag-
gregation. This methodology is based on a three-mode network of social awareness
streams (a.k.a. Tweetonomy [32]) and lightweight associative resource ontologies [20].
CSISSA applies tensor analysis for performing a simultaneous correlation of the given
entities. Computing the decomposition of the tensor yields to conceptual structures that
characterise a user given a context.

In this work we investigate the way in which a user refers to entities in the content of
the message he generates. These entities are interlinked to others through, for example
text and hashtags. We explore if this entity-based interrelationship can yield emerging
conceptual structures that can aid in the user modelling. Our experimental results sug-
gest that a key factor for successfully deriving relevant concepts for a given context is
the user’s microblogging verbosity, and the use of common vocabularies referring to
the entities involved in the context.

The contributions of this paper are as follows: we study personal awareness stream
aggregations as a source of information for deriving users’ relevant concepts given an
entity-based context. We present a novel approach which enables the explicit declara-
tion of the context in which a user needs to be analysed. Our model abstracts the seman-
tics of the vocabularies introduced by the user in his social activity stream by means of
the derivation of lightweight ontologies. We make use of tensor analysis for building a
user’s entity-based context.The encapsulation of an entity-related lightweight ontology
constitutes a slice of a tensor. The decomposition of this tensor reveals concepts rel-
evant to the user in the analysed context. We believe that entity-based user modelling
could aid in the future integration of user context to pervasive environments.

2 Background

In this section we start by defining concepts from principal component analysis (PCA)
and then we give a brief introduction to tensor analysis. We will follow the typical
conventions, and denote matrices with upper case bold letters (e.g.X, row vectors with
lower-case letters (e.g. v), and tensors with calligraphic font (e.g., X ).
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) PCA [8] helps to identify patterns in data

by expressing this data in such a way that it highlights a limited number of “compo-
nents” that capture most of the information contained in the observed variables. By
performing an orthogonal linear transformation, PCA finds the best linear projections
which minimize least squares cost. For a given matrixX with zero mean (i.e. the mean
of the distribution has been subtracted from the data set), PCA can be computed by
obtaining the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)[8][2] of X; according to which
X = Usvd ! !svd ! VT

svd; then Y = Usvd ! !svd and U = Vsvd. For example,
if X is a user’s status-keywords matrix taken from a user’s stream aggregation dataset,
then the Y and U matrices can be interpreted as the status-concept matrix Y, and the
keywords-concept matrixU.
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A user’s post can be further analysed by considering not only keywords but also
other resources (e.g. location, people) embedded on its content; forming a multidi-
mensional set of parameters. An example for such analysis could study those top-
ics that emerge from a user’s posts generated during the morning hours at the of-
fice (location!time!keywords). A mathematical abstraction for the representation of a
higher way structured data is a Tensor.
Tensor Analysis Tensors[12] are multidimensional M-ways or Mth-order arrays

which generalize the notion of vectors(1-way or first-order array) and matrices (2-ways
or second-order arrays). Tensors of order greater or equal to three are called higher-
order tensors. In order to identify patterns that emerge from the simultaneous correlation
of a set dimensions it is necessary to decompose a tensor. Tensor decomposition can be
considered as a higher-order generalisation of SVD and PCA. In this paper we will use
the Tucker decomposition approach.
Tucker Decomposition The Tucker decomposition was first introduced by Tucker

in 1963 [30]. Given a tensor X " RI1!...!IN PCA is performed so as to decompose
tensor X into a core tensor G " RR1!..!RN multiplied by a set of matrices U(i) "
RIi!Ri . Therefore the Tucker decomposition of a three-order tensorX can be expressed
as.
X ! G "1 A "2 B "3 C =!P

p=1

!Q

q=1

!R

r=1
gpqrap # bq # cr $ [[G;A,B,C]]

One of the approaches for computing a Tucker decomposition of a three-order vec-
tor is to start with a first approximation obtained by applying a Higher Order SVD
(HOSVD) [16] and then apply the alternating least squares algorithm (ALS) [15].

3 Related Work

Mika [20][28] explores how community-based semantics, in the form of lightweight
associative ontologies, emerge from folksonomies. He introduces the semantic-social
networks model which consists of a tripartite graph of people, concept and instance
associations. Wagner and Strohmaier [32] introduce the Tweetonomy model, which is
a formalisation of social awareness streams. This model adopts a theoretic approach
similar to the one presented byMika. However, the Tweetonomymodel presents a more
complex and dynamic structure than folksonomies. Strohmaier et al[ 18] and Körner et
al[13], study quantitative measures for tagging motivation. In their study they found
empirical evidence that the emerging semantics of tags in folksonomies are influenced
by individual user tagging practices.

Tensor decompositions have a long history and have been applied in different re-
search communities. In particular the Tucker decomposition has been used in chemi-
cal analysis [4], psychometrics [9] and computer vision [31]. Tensor analysis has also
been applied in web search; Kolda et al [11] propose a method called Topical HITS
(TOPHITS) which can be considered as an extension of Kleinberg’s HITS (Hypertext
Induced Topic Selections) algorithm [10]. TOPHITS analyses a semantic graph that
combines anchor text with the hyperlink structure of the web. In order to avoid losing
edge type information when modelling the adjacency structure of a semantic graph as
a matrix, they modelled it as a three-way tensor containing both the hyperlink and an-
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chor text information. Their tensor decomposition leads to triplets of vectors containing
authority, hub scores for the pages, and topic scores for the terms.

Rendle and Thieme [25] apply tensor factorisation for personalised tag recommen-
dation and learning. They introduce a model based on Tucker decomposition to explic-
itly model the pairwise interaction between users, items and tags. More similar to our
work is the approach of Wetzker et al [33]. They follow a user-centric tag model for
deriving mappings between personal tag vocabularies (a.k.a personomies [ 6]) and the
corresponding folksonomies. Our approach differs from previous work in that rather
than building the tensor as a three-way tensor of items-users-tags, we generate a three-
way tensor in which each slice is a lightweight associative “resource” ontology; which
allows to store multiple stream qualifiers in the tensor.

The analysis of user-generated content extracted from social media sites is an active
research area. Qualitative and quantitative studies have been carried out for leveraging
the “wisdom of crowds” [22]. Some of this research has focused on questions related
to network and community structure. For example, Krishnamurthy et al [ 14] present
a characterisation of Twitter social network, which includes patterns in geographic
growth and user’s social activity. In their work, they suggest that frequent updates might
be correlated with high overlap between friends and followers. Java et al [ 7], present an
analysis of Twitter and suggest that the differences in users’ network connection struc-
tures can be explained by the following types of user activities: information seeking,
information sharing and social activity.

Other work has presented a systematic analysis of the content of posts in social net-
works. Recent work [21], introduces the term “Social Awareness Streams” for referring
to this aggregation of short status messages. They proposed a characterisation of these
messages via a human coding of tweets into nine categories including ”Information
sharing” and “Self promotion”. By extrapolating from these categories, they induced
two types of users the “informers”, who post about non-personal information, and the
“meformers” which mostly post about themselves. Stankovic et al [ 17], study confer-
ence related tweets. They map tweets to talks an subevents that they refer to. Using
linked data they derive additional knowledge about event dynamics and user activities.

Data structures emerging from the Social Web have been studied in the Informa-
tion Retrieval and Semantic Web communities. Research in this area includes the study
of content and link analysis algorithms and ontology learning algorithms. Heymann et
al [5] present an algorithm for hierarchical taxonomy generation from social tagging
systems. For generating a taxonomy of tags, they apply graph centrality in a cosine
similarity graph of tags. Ramage et al [23], apply labelled Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [24] for mapping content of the Twitter feed into four dimensions including
style and substance. Schmitz [26] introduces a subsumption-based model for inducing
faceted ontologies from Flickr tag vocabulary. Our work was inspired mainly byMika’s
[20], andWagner and Strohmaier’s [32] work. We apply the Tweetonomy formalisation
for obtaining personal awareness stream aggregations. Our work differs from existing
work (1) through our focus on deriving person-based lightweight ontologies from per-
sonal awareness stream; which enrich concepts and reveal structures that are meaningful
to the owner of the stream; (2) we study the content of the messages not only in terms
of traditional resources as hashtags, and links, but also in terms of entities (e.g loca-
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tion, people, organisations); (3) we present a methodology based on tensor analysis that
allows the definition of entity-based context for deriving person-based ontologies.

4 Social Stream Aggregation and Entity-Based Concept Induction

Our interest is to enable a way in which a user’s social activity streams can be analysed
in order to discover concepts that can aid in profiling him. These concepts are revealed
as a combination of featuring dimensions. Example of these dimensions include e.g. a
user’s interests, user location, user’s tendencies in favouring a position in a discussion
etc. The following subsection presents the definition of three different social networks
modelled as tripartite social awareness streams.

4.1 User’s Social Stream Aggregation

Following the Tweetonomy model suggested by Wagner and Strohmaier[ 32], we de-
scribe a social awareness stream as a sequence of tuples S, according to the following
definition:

Definition 1. A tweetonomy is a tuple
S := (Uq1, Mq2, Rq3, T, f t), where

• U,M,R are finite sets whose elements are called users, messages and resources.
• Each of these sets are qualified by q1,q2, and q3 respectively (explained below).
• T is the ternary relation T # U!M!R representing a hypergraphwith ternary edges.
The hypergraph of a tweetonomy T is defined as a tripartite graph H (T) = $V, E%
where the vertices are V = U & M & R, and the edges are:
E = {{u, m, r} | (u, m, r) " T }. Each edge represents the fact that a given user
associates a certain message with a certain resource.

• ft is a function that assigns a temporal marker to each ternary edge.

In this study we will focus on user-centric social streams generated in Facebook,
Foursquare and Twitter, according to the following qualifiers:

• The way a user can be related to a message is represented by the qualifier q1. For
this analysis we only consider the authorship relationship: Ua (the author of the
message).

• The qualifier q2 represents the types of messages. This is a comment or a status in
Facebook; a broadcast message, direct message, re-tweeted message in Twitter; a
broadcast message (shout) in Foursquare are considered to be the same type. For
this experiment we don’t differentiate between types.

• The qualifier q3 for resources considers: Rk (keywords), Rh (hashtags), Rli (URLs),
Rmlo (message-emitted location), Ro (organisations - entities recognised as an or-
ganisation), Rp (people -entities recognised as a person), R l (location - entities
recognised as a location).
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We focus on a user given the streams he has produced within a window of time. Given
the tuples Tfacebook, Tfoursquare, Ttwitter, we define the sets U, R, M as:

U = Ufacebook & Utwitter & Ufoursquare,

R = Rfacebook & Rtwitter & Rfoursquare,

M = Mfacebook & Mtwitter & Mfoursquare

We are interested in extracting the concepts emerging from the streams produced
by a user:

ǔ " U : ǔ " Ufacebook ' ǔ " Utwitter ' ǔ " Ufoursquare

In order to do so we consider a user stream aggregation defined as a tuple:
Sa(U

") = (U, M, R, Y", f t) , where
Y" = {(u, m, r) | u " U" ( )u" " U", m̃ " M, r " R : (u", m̃, r) " Y}
and U" # U and Y" # Y. Sa(U"), consists of all messages related with a user u" " U"

and all the resources and users related with these messages.

4.2 Lightweight Associative Ontologies

An ontology, is a shared, formal conceptualization of a domain [ 3][1]. It is a data struc-
ture which is an advancement in conceptual modelling over taxonomic structures [ 28].
A lightweight ontology can be considered as an evolving classification structure created
by users [27], which can be considered to be closer to a thesaurus (i.e. a structure organ-
ising topics).We want to derive a set of concepts from a simultaneous correlation among
the resources q3 (e.g. keywords, hashtags, links) extracted from a user stream aggre-
gation. In order to obtain this correlation, we start identifying those bipartite graphs
(two-mode graphs) that could be of any interest to our analysis.

Consider for instance the association between keywords and location; which can
be obtained as a combination of location!message (R lM) and keywords!messages
(RkM). Where the location!messages (bipartite graphR lM) is defined as:
RlM = %Rl " M, Erm& = {(r,m) |r ' Rl ( )u ' U : (u, m, r) ' E} ,

w : E * R,+e = (r, m) ' Erm
and the keywords!message (bipartite graphRkM), is defined as:
RkM = %Rk " M, Erm& = {(r, m) |r ' Rk ( )u ' U : (u, m, r) ' E} ,

w : E * R,+e = (r, m) ' Erm
These bipartite graphs represent the adjacency or affiliation matrices:R lM; which

links the resources (of type location) to the messages in which this resource has been
mentioned by this user. In the same way, RkM; links the resources (of type keyword)
to the messages in which this resource has been mentioned by at least one user. Each
link (edge) can be weighted following a local or global weighting function in order to
condition the data to be analysed (see Fig. 1).

Finally, the association between keywords and location is expressed as R kRl =
(RkM)(RlM)T. We can now encapsulate the information that associates locations
with keywords only in terms of keywords by multiplyingR kRl with its transpose, i.e.
O (RkRl) = (RkRl) (RkRl)

T. This matrix, known as co-affiliation matrix, can be
considered as a lightweight associative location ontology [20] based on overlapping sets
of keywords.
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Personal Awareness Stream Aggregation

retweet

3630
status

Just checked in @De Hems Dutch Pub
22 hours ago reply

@Anna @Paul see you at the city center. 
Best wkend ever! #hollidays #fun.
10 hours ago 

In London. Any suggestions for a wkend 
pub route?
2 day ago 

De Hems Dutch Bar
 Rl

London
 Rl

Paul
 Rp

#fun
 Rh

Anna
 Rp

#hollidays
 Rh

wkend

wkend

pub

time association

message 
keywords association 

time association
message 

keywords association 

Fig. 1. A personal awareness stream on the left yields the semantic graph on the right,
formed of resources of type location, people and hashtags. The edges in the graph are
labelled with the resources that link the entities.

4.3 Concept Selection Induced from Social Stream Aggregations (CSISSA)

In this paper we propose the Concept Selection Induced from Social Stream Aggre-
gations technique. This technique obtains a set of concepts derived from the simultane-
ous analysis of the correlation of different stream qualifiers. It is based on the analysis of
Sp3way tensors [29] in which each slice consists of a dense matrix formed by the prod-
uct of a sparse matrix and its transpose. The motivation for using this class of tensors
arises from the need of simultaneously storing multiple stream qualifier matrices.

Given P lightweight ontologies characterising a user’s social streams consisting of
N messages; we define a tensor O " RN!N!P consisting of frontal slices of the form
Op = BpB

T
p with p = 1, ..P , where B is a bipartite graph deriving the lightweight

ontologyOp; see Figure 2.

O = Op= BpBpT

P

N

N

RkRl =
Shefeld ..... Greece

computer
ESWC
.
.
.

KN

1

1

1

O(RkRl)=(RkRl)(RkRl)T

RkRh=

#linkedData..... #tramlines

ESWC
.
.
.

KN

1
1

1

O(RkRh)=(RkRh)(RkRh)T

Fig. 2. Lightweight ontology tensor O.

The computation of a Tucker decomposition (presented in subsection 2) ofO yields
to an approximation of the form
O ! G "1 K "2 K! "3 C =!N

i=1

!N

i=1

!P

p=1
giipmi # m!

i # cp $ [[G;K,K!,C]]

The output has the propertyK * K ", the rows of these matrices contain feature vec-
tors that encapsulate a compilation of the different similarities expressed in the frontal
matrices.K andK", can be regarded as keyword! keyword-group matrices highlight-
ing those keywords that are more relevant to the similarities expressed in all Op. The
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matrix C represents an index! index-group matrix which highlightsO p matrices. Fi-
nally the tensor G expresses how groups (keywords-group and index-group) relate to
each other. The frontal matrix K highlights those concepts.

5 Deriving Relevant Concepts with CSISSA

The analysis with CSISSA is carried out on a user’s social stream aggregation S a(U
"),

this aggregation is built upon the messages the user has posted in different social net-
works. These messages are saved in a data store as the user generates them, and can be
retrieved in windows of time of n days, this is: Sa(U

") [ts, te] = (U, M, R, Y", ft), where
ft : Y" + N, ts , ft , te and |te - ts| = n days.

The retrieved messages need to be pre-processed; 1) Stop words, punctuation and
numbers from the message content are removed; 2) From the message content, entities
of type: Location, Person and Organisation are extracted. Qualifiers of type: keywords,
hashtags and geocodes (when provided) are also extracted. This section presents a con-
crete example in which CSISSA can be applied.

5.1 Recurrent Entity-Concept Analysis

Consider the problem of finding a temporal correlation among certain entities to which
a user is engaged with, through the messages he has posted within a window of time;
and from these entities induce a set of concepts to which they can be linked (this can
be applied in temporal user profiling and event detection). The selection of the correct
bipartite graphs to take part on the three-order tensor depends on the situation from
which the entity-based context needs to be extracted. For example, considering the en-
tities: Hashtag and Location; we define the following lightweight ontologies:

• Lightweight Associative Keyword OntologyGiven a keyword! message matrix
RkM = wij , wherewij is computed following a term frequency-inversedocument
frequency (tf-idf) weighting function [19]. We define the lightweight associative
keyword ontologyO(RkM) asO(RkM) = (RkM)(RkM)T.

• Lightweight Associative Hashtag Ontology, we define the hashtag ! message
matrix RpM following as well a (tf-idf) weighting function. The O(RhM) is
defined asO(RhM) = (RhM)(RhM)T.

• Lightweight Associative Location Ontology, we define the places!message ma-
trixRlM following as well a (tf-idf) weighting function. TheO(R lM) is defined
asO(RlM) = (RlM)(RlM)T.

• Ligthweight associative time ontology, first, we obtain the hour ! message af-
filiation matrix HM = vij where vij = 1 if the time message mj was produced
during the hour hi and vij = 0 otherwise. We define the ligthweight associative
time ontologyO(HM) asO(HM) = (HM)(HM)T.

To analyse the correlation of these entities and derive the related concepts, it is neces-
sary to encapsulate the previous ontologies in terms of keywords (see section 4.2); i.e
to obtain O(RkRh), O(RkRl), O(RkH). These ontologies will form the slices of
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the tensor O. The computation of a Tucker decomposition of the O tensor will reveal
a ranked vector of concepts. By decomposing each of the tensor slices, it is possible to
derive the entities relevant to the decomposition.

Table 1, presents the relevant concepts, and the highlighted entities derived from
the Tucker decomposition of a tensor built from the stream aggregation of one of the
users we followed in our evaluation (see section 6). This analysis reveals concepts that
are recurrently relevant to the user. In this case, these results expose the correlation of
the locations: Sheffield, London and Washington with the user’s work related concepts
during working hours.

Table 1. Concepts in the context of Hashtags-Places-Time

Emerged Concepts linkeddata, semanticweb, talis, data.ac.uk, wrt, link, quality, astonbusi-
nessschool, environment, funded

Hash tags #linkeddata, #semanticweb, #talis, #astonbusinessschool, #linkquality,
#ldal, #sheffield, #isko, #informationextraction, #unsupervisedcluster-
ing

Places London, Sheffield, Washington
Time [9:00am-5:00pm], [7:00pm-11:00pm]

6 Evaluation and Conclusions

CSISSA was evaluated on the grounds of the relevance of a concept induced by a given
contextual need. A contextual need was expressed by a pair of contexts, e.g. Location-
Time, Hashtag-Location. CSISSA provides a set of relevant concepts computed by the
simultaneous correlation of the entities involved in a given context. For testing this tech-
nique, we “followed” a set of four “active” microbloggers. Three of them technology
oriented user, and one of them an active blogger in education. The stream aggrega-
tions were recorded from 1st of July until the 25th September 2010 , and entities where
extracted using Open Calais services 1.

In the absence of a gold standard, evaluating the concepts that emerge from a user’s
social aggregation given a context is a difficult task; it requires consulting the author of
the social stream whose context-induced concepts are being mapped. For evaluating the
effectiveness of CSISSA, each user was presented with a contextual need, and a set of
concepts derived by CSISSA. The users were asked to mark each concept as relevant or
irrelevant to the given context. Although CSISSA allows the simultaneous correlation
of n-entities, which define the context; we performed the evaluation on a maximum of
two entities at a time. The evaluated contexts are: hashtag-time, location-people, and
organisation-people. For example, by deriving concepts related to hashtag and time for
one of the users, the question was: In terms of the association between the hashtag
#linkeddata, and the timeslots ([12pm-5pm], 8pm), which of the following concepts do

1 Open Calais, http://www.opencalais.com/
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you consider relevant?. For the hashtag-time context, three different hashtags where
evaluated, and in the same way for the other two contexts.

As it is well known, acquiring the relevance judgement of all the ranked concepts
in terms of precision/recall is a time-consuming and expensive process [ 19]. Mainly
because the ranked vector can consist of hundreds of concepts that a user would not
be willing to evaluate. Therefore, we have decided to use the Mean Average Precision
(MAP) metric [19]. MAP measures the mean of the precision scores obtained after each
relevant concept is retrieved, using zero as the precision for relevant concepts that are
not retrieved. The MAP value represents the average under the precision-recall curve
for a set of queries. MAP values were averaged for the three cases of each context. The
results are depicted in Figure 3 a), which shows a generalized MAP performance of the
relevancy of the concepts judged by each user given a context using CSISSA.

a) b)

Fig. 3. a) Mean average precision (MAP) performance by user and contextual infor-
mation need including HashTag-Time, Organisation-People, and Location-People, for
the top 15 concepts. b) Normalised Lexical (Number of keywords(K)/ Number of Mes-
sages(M)), Topical (Hashtag), Spatial, Organisation-Entity, People-Entity Diversity.

These results suggest that higher lexical diversity (K/M) leads to better MAP results
(see Figure 3 b)), this is an expected result since CSISSA explores the way in which an
entity is linked to another one through keywords. We expected to discovered relevant
concepts first if the user exposed a correlation between contexts, and second if this
correlation was able to be expressed by keywords.

However, although the microblogging verbosity provided a better basis for deriving
meaningful concepts, the relevance of the concepts given a context depended highly on
the user’s patterns of correlating the entities through keywords. In our experiments a
fairly naive approach was taken by not considering the ambiguity in which user’s can
relate two entities with a keyword. Future work considers the introduction of concept
disambiguation for tackling this issue.

CSISSA enabled to model users’ generated patterns in their social activity streams
given an entity-based context. These patterns expose the implicit association in which
the user interlinks entities. The concepts derived with CSISSA suggests their applica-
bility in user modelling, and the awareness of user intentions. A main implication of
our work is that personal awareness streams can be used effectively to model context
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by leveraging the user’s entity affiliations. We believe that our approach can also help
in merging user contexts in pervasive environments.

During the evaluation, one of the users did not remember to have tweeted about a
particular topic, until we showed him the tweet, this suggest the necessity of introducing
relevance-decay functions in our calculations. We also noticed that many of the users’
streaming topics’ relevance was in many cases volatile; further research is necessary to
address these issues. We are also planning to test this technique on a bigger corpus, and
to compare this technique against other baselines e.g. topic analysis.
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Abstract. This paper reports the observation of the influence of the
size of documents on the accuracy of a defined text processing task. Our
hypothesis is that based on a specific task (in this case, topic classifica-
tion), results obtained using longer texts may be approximated by short
texts, of micropost size, i.e., maximum length 140 characters. Using an
email dataset as the main corpus, we generate several fixed-size corpora,
consisting of truncated emails, from micropost size (140 characters), and
successive multiples thereof, to the full size of each email. Our methodol-
ogy consists of two steps: (1) corpus-driven topic extraction and (2) doc-
ument topic classification. We build the topic representation model using
the main corpus, through k-means clustering, with each k -derived topic
represented as a weighted number of terms. We then perform document
classification according to the k topics: first over the main corpus, then
over each truncated corpus, and observe the variance in classification ac-
curacy with document size. The results obtained show that the accuracy
of topic classification for micropost-size texts is a suitable approximation
of classification performed on longer texts.

Keywords: Short Messages; Email Processing; Text Processing; Docu-
ment classification.

1 Introduction

The advent of social media and the widespread adoption of ubiquitous mobile
devices has changed the way people communicate: fast, short messages and real
time exchange are becoming the norm. This phenomenon was first manifested
with the introduction of SMS (Short Messaging Service) capabilities on mobile
phones. Despite the technical restrictions the size limit of 160 characters imposed,
SMS was quickly adopted by users, thanks to ease of use and very short delivery
time. The widespread adoption has had significant impact on the language used
and the way people communicate; as pointed out by Grinter and Eldridge [8],
users tend to adapt media to make themselves understood. In the case of SMS
this meant modifying language to condense as much information as possible into
160 characters.
? to whom correspondence should be addressed
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At the same time Instant messaging (IM) services such as MSN1, Yahoo2

and Jabber3 rose in popularity, offering another platform with low barrier to
entry and use, for real time, text-based chatting and communication. Newer so-
cial media services and applications such as Twitter4 adopted this interaction
paradigm (restricting even more, messages to 140 character chunks), evolved
to support real-time communication within social networks. FourSquare5, Face-
book6 and MySpace7 posts, while using relatively longer feeds, also follow the
general trend of using small chunks of text, i.e., microposts, to carry out (asyn-
chronous) conversations.

While a large amount of this information exchange is social, micropost ser-
vices are also used to exchange information in more formal (working) environ-
ments, especially as collaboration crosses wide geographical borders, bandwidth
increases and the cost of electronic services decreases [10, 11]. Twitter, for in-
stance, is currently one of the most widely used methods for exchanging up to
date information about ongoing events, and topical discussion in professional and
social circles [23, 25]. However, while the usage of Twitter and similar services
in the workplace is increasing, it is sometimes perceived negatively, as they may
be seen to reduce productivity [22], and/or pose threats to security and privacy.

The impact of text-based SMS and IM has however been such that where
restrictions to use are in place, alternatives are sought that obtain the same
benefits. Individuals in such environments often adopt the same communication
patterns in alternative media, e.g., both desktop-based and mobile email usage
often follow the same pattern. Further, empirical evidence suggests that even
where IM and social media services are available, individuals may employ email
as a short message service for communication via, e.g., mailing lists. This is often
done in order to reach a wider audience that includes both the initiator’s personal
networks and other individuals with shared interests and who may be potential
sources of expertise. Because mailing lists are in essence based on communities of
practice (CoPs) with shared, specialised interests [20], both detailed and quick,
short requests posted to mailing lists tend to receive quick replies from colleagues
and more distantly related members of a network or CoP. Such email exchanges
converge to a rapidly evolving conversation composed of short chunks of text.

The aim of this paper is twofold. We first consider a corpus of emails ex-
changed via an internal mailing list (over a period of six months), and perform
statistical analysis to determine if email is indeed used as a short messaging
service. Secondly, we analyse the content of emails as microposts, to evaluate to
what degree the knowledge content of truncated or abbreviated messages can be
compared to the complete message. Further, we wish to determine if the knowl-

1 http://explore.live.com/windows-live-messenger
2 http://messenger.yahoo.com
3 http://www.jabber.org
4 http://twitter.com
5 http://foursquare.com
6 http://www.facebook.com
7 http://www.myspace.com
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edge content of short emails may be used to obtain useful information about
e.g., topics of interest or expertise within an organisation, as a basis for carrying
out tasks such as expert finding or content-based social network analysis (SNA).

We continue the paper with a review of the state of the art in section 2. We
then describe, in section 3, the corpus we employ, followed by our experimental
methodology (section 4) and the results of the text classification experiments
used to extract and compare the knowledge content of different size emails (sec-
tions 5.1 and 5.2). We conclude the paper in section 6, and discuss briefly the
next stages of our research.

2 Related Work

Expertise identification and knowledge elicitation, key components of effective-
ness and competitiveness in formal organisations, are often achieved via informal
networks or CoPs [5, 20]. Email is a common tool for quick exchange of informa-
tion between individuals and within groups, both on a social basis, but especially
also in formal organisations, both for co-located and dispersed communication
[6]. Email content, and addressee and recipient, often provide clues about the
existence of CoPs and the interests and expertise of participants [2]. Quanti-
tative data from email traffic (e.g. frequency of exchange) is useful in inferring
social networks, and mining email content complements this by supporting the
exploration and retrieval of organisational knowledge and expertise.

Exchange Frequency In the panorama of work on extracting social networks
from email, the frequency of email exchange has been widely used as the main
indicator of relevance of a connection. In some cases the effort is on determin-
ing frequency thresholds [24, 7, 1, 3], while in others time-dependent threshold
conditions are defined to detect dynamic networks [4, 15]. Diesner et al. [6] con-
struct a social network via weighted edges over a classical dataset, the Enron
corpus8, a large set of email messages made public during the legal investigation
of the Enron corporation. They reported the emergence of communication sub-
groups with unusually high email exchange in the period prior to the company
becoming insolvent in 2001, when email was a key tool for obtaining information
especially across formal, inter-organisational boundaries. Diesner et al. [6] also
observed that variations in patterns of email usage were influenced by knowledge
about and reputation of, in addition to, formal roles within the organisation.

Content-Based Analysis Email content analysis has been used for different
purposes: determining expertise [20], analysing the relations between content
and people involved in email exchange [2, 12, 17, 26], or simply extracting useful
information about names, addresses, phone numbers [16]. Schwartz et al. [20] de-
rived expertise and common interests within communities from email exchange.
While acknowledging the value of the results obtained, Schwartz et al. [20] note
the risk to privacy in mining emails.
8 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron
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Campbell et al. [2] exploit addressee and recipient information, in addition
to information obtained from clusters of emails created through supervised and
unsupervised keyword extraction, to create networks of expertise. McCallum et
al. [17] recognise the contribution of Machine Learning (ML) and Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) to SNA, in order to retrieve the rich knowledge content
of the information exchanged in such networks, and better interpret the at-
tributes of nodes and the types of relationships between them. By running their
experiments on the Enron email dataset and that of an employee in a research
institution, [17] highlight a phenomenon that is becoming increasingly common
– the blurring of the lines between inter-communication on purely professional
and social levels. This underlines the importance of the analysis of the content
of email documents in the derivation and verification of roles (a significant at-
tribute of nodes) and relationships within communication networks, when used
for expertise determination or topic extraction, for instance.

Keila et al. [12] investigate the use of domain-specific terms and the rela-
tionships between these and roles or activity in organisations, using the Enron
email dataset. They conclude that e-mail structure and content is influenced by
users’ overall activity, e.g., when engaged in unusual activities. They, as do [6],
who reported the emergence of communication sub-groups, observed alterations
in patterns in email usage in the lead up to the failure of Enron, with similar-
ity influenced by organisational roles. Zhou et al. [26] perform textual analysis
of the Enron dataset to discover useful patterns for clustering in a social net-
work. They found that individuals communicate more frequently with others
who share similar value patterns than with those exhibiting different ones. They
however could not draw definite conclusions about whether or not individuals
who communicate more frequently with each other share similar value patterns.

Laclavík et al. [16] observe that enterprise users largely exploit emails to com-
municate, collaborate and carry out business tasks. They design a pattern-based
approach to information extraction (IE) from and analysis of enterprise email
communication, and exploit the data obtained to create social networks. The
test sets (one in English containing 28 emails, and a second in Spanish with 50)
consist of mainly formal emails exchanged between different enterprises. Their
experimental design follows the classic IE approach: they automatically extract
information such as names, telephone numbers and addresses from the email
corpus, and compare results against a gold standard, the same email corpus,
manually annotated. The results obtained indicate that emails are a valid means
for obtaining information across formal, inter-organisational boundaries.

The work we present in this paper, on the other hand, makes use of a test
set containing more informal email exchange in an internal mailing list for an
academic research group, for a pilot, exploratory set of experiments. Rather than
carrying out a classic IE evaluation task, we wish to determine if relatively short
and informal texts can be used to aid the understanding of the content of the
conversations carried out via email, and depict the variety of topics discussed
using this communication medium.
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Corpora The Enron corpus is a preferred test set in this field. The original
corpus contains 619,446 messages belonging to 158 users, but [14], among others,
suggest that cleaning is needed, for a number of reasons, including the fact that
some of the folders are computer-generated (such as “discussion threads” and
“notes inbox”), others contain duplicate email messages (such as the folder “all
document”), and yet others constitute delivery failures and repeated attempts
to deliver the same message.

Depending on the task being performed, accurate cleaning is required to avoid
misleading results; [6, 12, 17] all perform cleaning and merging of data to increase
the accuracy and reliability of the results of analysis. While the Enron corpus is
valued as a widely available test set that aids replication of experiments in the
field, we do not use it at this stage in our research. The main reason for this is
that our experiments currently examine the usage of email as a tool for sharing
information within a fixed community, as an alternative to social publishing
services, and explore phenomena observed in such environments. The internal
mailing list we use as a starting test set meets this requirement. A statistical
analysis of our corpus is provided in section 3.

3 Email Corpus

The corpus used for analysis and knowledge content extraction is an internal
mailing list of the OAK Group9 in the Computer Science Department of the
University of Sheffield. The mailing list is used for quick exchange of information
within the group on both professional and social topics.

We use all emails sent to the mailing list in the six month period from July
2010 to January 2011, totalling 659 emails. For each we extracted the email
body: the average length of which is 351 characters (just shorter than 2.5 mi-
croposts), with a standard deviation of 577 characters. We refer to this corpus
as mainCorpus. Detailed statistics on document length are shown in Fig. 1.
The percentage of messages of micropost size (up to 140 characters) constitutes
more than 35% of the whole corpus. Considering emails up to two micropost
sizes increases the percentage to ∼65%. Very few emails (around 4%) are really
long (above 1000 characters).

These statistics indicate that the corpus largely consists of micro-emails –
which we define as short email messages exchanged in rapid succession about a
topic. We carried out a number of experiments on this corpus, to understand
the knowledge content of the (micro-)emails. Future work will consider how this
corpus varies from other email corpora of the same type (mailing lists) and what
generic assumptions could be made about the existence and use of micro-emails.

4 Dynamic Topic Classification Of Short Texts

One of our main goals is to evaluate to what degree the knowledge content of
a shorter message can be compared to that of a full message. Our hypothesis
9 http://oak.dcs.shef.ac.uk
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Fig. 1. Email length distribution

is that based on a specific task, results obtained using short texts of micropost
size approximate results obtainable with longer texts. The task chosen for the
evaluation is text classification on non-predefined topics. The test bed is gener-
ated by preprocessing the email corpus (see section 3) to obtain several fixed-size
corpora, as detailed in section 5.1. The overall method consists of two steps:
corpus-driven topic extraction: a number of topics are automatically ex-

tracted from a document collection; each topic is represented as a weighted
vector of terms;

document topic classification: each document is labelled with the topic it is
most similar to, and classified into the corresponding cluster.

4.1 Topic Extraction: Proximity-based Clustering

Given a document corpus D, we represent it using a vector space model; each
document in the corpus d = {t1, ..., tv} is represented as a vector of weighted
terms (using tf-idf weights). Using an inverted index of the documents we gen-
erate clusters of terms. Each cluster in C = {C1, ..., Ck} is represented as a
weighted vector of terms Ck = {t1, ..., tn}, selecting n terms t for each cluster
with highest tf-idf weight. Each cluster ideally represents a topic in the docu-
ment collection. To obtain the clusters we apply a K-Means algorithm [9], using
as feature space the generated inverted index of document terms (i.e., for each
term we define which document contains it). Starting with k random means
(centroids), each vector is assigned to the nearest centroid. By minimising the
euclidean distance between each point and the centroids the process is repeated
until convergence is reached.
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4.2 Email Topic Classification

We then use cosine similarity to determine similarity between documents and
clusters; we will explore further, in the next stage of our research, alternative
similarity functions and their impact on the results obtained. For each document
we calculate the similarity sim(d,Ci) with each cluster. The labelling process
labelDoc : D → C consists of mapping each document d to the topic Ci, which
maximises the similarity sim(d,Ci). The complete procedure is shown in Fig. 2.

labelDoc procedure

Input : Collection of documents
{
d1, ..., d|D|

}
, set of clusters C = {C1, ..., Ck},

term representation for each cluster Ck = {t1, ..., tn}

Step 0: Obtain a document di’s feature vector, of tf-idf weighted terms.

Step 1: Apply cosine similarity between a document di’s feature vector and the k
clusters and generates a vector of similarities Si = {Si0, ..Sik}, Sij = sim(di, Cj).

Step 2: Label di with the highest weighted cluster in Si.

Output : All classified documents.

Fig. 2. labelDoc: Topic classification procedure

5 Experiments

5.1 Dataset Preparation

In this experiment we artificially generate comparable corpora starting from the
mailing list described in Section 3. The notions of comparable corpora and the
strongly related alternative, parallel corpora, are very common in multi-language
IE. Parallel text corpora contain the same documents with different content rep-
resentation. An example is parallel language resources [19, 27], where a corpus
consists of a set of documents, each of which is an exact translation of the origi-
nal document in a different language. Comparable corpora [21, 13], however, do
not contain document-level or sentence-level alignment across corpora, but talk
about the same important facts. An example of comparable corpora for different
languages is the multi-lingual Wikipedia [18], where the same articles are avail-
able in different languages, but which are not necessarily literal translations of
each other, e.g., an article may be richer in one language than in another.

We produce comparable corpora using the following process: starting form
mainCorpus we generate different corpora, each containing documents of fixed
maximum length, by chunking the email body in multiples of 140 characters. We
generated 8 comparable corpora, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Automatically generated comparable corpora.

Corpus Name Maximum text length of each document
corpus140 email body truncated at length 140

if longer than 140 characters, full text otherwise
corpus280 email body truncated at length 280

if longer than 280 characters, full text otherwise
corpus420 email body truncated at length 420

if longer than 420 characters, full text otherwise
corpus560 email body truncated at length 560

if longer than 560 characters, full text otherwise
corpus700 email body truncated at length 700

if longer than 700 characters, full text otherwise
corpus840 email body truncated at length 840

if longer than 840 characters, full text otherwise
corpus980 email body truncated at length 980

if longer than 980 characters, full text otherwise
mainCorpus full email body

5.2 Experimental Approach

As described in section 4, the set of topics for categorising the initial documents
is not predefined, but corpus-driven. We use the mainCorpus for topic extrac-
tion. Since the k in the k-means clustering approach must be approximated, we
repeated the clustering process several times. We applied the procedure labelDoc
over the mainCorpus, varying each time the input clusters, from 3 to 15. The
cardinality of clusters providing the widest distribution of classified documents
on mainCorpus was 10; we therefore selected this as the optimal number of
clusters for the final experiment on document classification. The main keywords
in each cluster are shown in Fig. 3.

Using the 10 clusters obtained from the main corpus, we apply the labelDoc
procedure to the different comparable corpora, including mainCorpus. Results
obtained for the classification of mainCorpus are considered as the gold stan-
dard, and used for comparing results of all the other corpora.

5.3 Results and Discussion

We evaluate the performance of the topic classification using standard Precision
(P), Recall (R) and F-Measure (F). Given the number of classes for classification
(10) we calculate P, R, and F by micro-averaging results on the classification
confusion matrix. Results for all text size corpora are shown in Table 2.

As expected, it is recall rather than precision with a bigger decrease as text
length is reduced. If we relax the limitation of 140 characters and consider the
next size corpus (280) the drop in performance is much lower.
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Fig. 3. Visualisation of topic clusters.

Table 2. Precision, Recall and F-measure values for topic classification for each corpus

Precision Recall F-Measure
corpus140 0.86 0.66 0.74
corpus280 0.93 0.88 0.90
corpus420 0.95 0.94 0.95
corpus560 0.98 0.97 0.97
corpus700 0.99 0.98 0.99
corpus840 0.99 0.99 0.99
corpus980 0.99 0.99 0.99
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Fig. 4. F-Measure trend on different text size corpora

Considering the results obtained for mainCorpus as the upper boundary for
classification, the trend of F-Measure over the different size corpora in Fig. 4
shows the impact of using shorter texts for topic classification. As expected, the
trend increases monotonically with the size of texts, which means that reducing
the text size directly affects the classification performance. What is interesting
is that the performance is not significantly affected by reduction in text size.

At one micropost size there is a drop in F-Measure, to 74%. However with
an increase to only two micropost sizes this improves significantly, to 90%. The
larger drop at one micropost size may be explained by the method of truncation
we use; among others, where a greeting exists this takes up a fair portion of the
first micropost block. We are currently exploring the use of a sliding window to
determine how best to chunk the e-mail content and identify the most salient
region(s) of each, as a way of improving recall.

6 Conclusions

We have presented in this paper exploratory work on the usage of email as a
substitute for online social publishing services. We explore how this kind of data
may be exploited for the knowledge discovery process and how document size
influences the accuracy of a defined text processing task. Our results show:
1. that a fair portion of the emails exchanged, for the corpus generated from

a mailing list, are very short, with more than 35% falling within the single
micropost size, and ∼65% up to two microposts;

2. for the text classification task described, that the accuracy of classification
for micropost size texts is an acceptable approximation of classification per-
formed on longer texts, with a decrease of only ∼ 5% for up to the second
micropost block within a long e-mail.

These results are indicative of the convenience in communication using microp-
osts in different environments and for different purposes. Because the research
at this stage is still exploratory we refrain from generalising to other datasets.
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However, our test corpus, which contains emails talking about both formal work
and social activities, is not atypical in the workplace (see, for instance, [17]).
We therefore believe that this work does provide a starting point from which to
carry out more extensive analysis, using other standard email corpora such as the
Enron corpus, in addition to other enterprise mailing lists similar to the corpus
we analyse in this paper. This will allow us to explore what generic assumptions
could be made on the creation and use of micro-emails.

A second hypothesis we wish to examine is whether enriching the micro-
emails with semantic information (e.g., concepts extracted from domain and
standard ontologies) would improve the results obtained using unannotated text.
We also plan to investigate the influence of other similarity measures.

One area we wish to explore more fully is the application to expert finding
tasks, exploiting dynamic topic extraction as a means to determine authors’
and recipients’ areas of expertise. For this purpose a formal evaluation of topic
validity will be required, including the human (expert) annotator in the loop.
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Abstr act. Determining the semantic relatedness (SR) of two terms has been an 
appealing topic in information retrieval for many years as such information is 
useful for various tasks ranging from tag recommendation, over search query 
refinement to suggesting new web resources for the user to discover. Most 
approaches consider the SR of terms as static over time, and disregard the 
eventual temporal changes as imperfections. However, detecting and tracing 
changes in SR of terms over time may help in understanding the nature of 
changes in public opinion, as well as the change in the usage of terms in 
common language and jargon. In this paper, we propose an approach that makes 
use of microposts data in order to establish a dynamic measure of SR of terms, 
i.e., a measure that accounts for the changes in SR over time. We propose 
different scenarios of use (in online advertising and organizational knowledge 
management) which demonstrate the applicability of our approach in real life 
situations. We also provide a demo application for visualizing the change in 
micropost-based SR of terms. 

Keywords: Semantic relatedness, dynamic measure of semantic relatedness, 
microposts, Twitter 

1   Introduction 

Many research papers (such as in Wagner [1]) claim that Twitter and similar micro-
blogging services have become a valuable source of knowledge, and have tried to 
extract this knowledge and use it for various purposes, such as the creation of dynamic 
domain models suitable for semantic analysis and annotation of real-time data [2], 
modeling of users’ interests and finding experts [3], etc. However, from our point of 
view, the real-time nature of Twitter and Twitter-like services has not really been 
explored to its full extent, yet.  

Most approaches exploit the mass of data that users generate on real-time services as 
their most valuable feature. We believe that there is a significant value in the fact that 
tweets (and microposts in general), posted frequently and massively, represent the 
moment in which they are created and the characteristics of that moment. Therefore, we 
have been exploring how these real-time services can support the detection of changes 
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in semantics of terms, by enabling one to observe the changes of a term’s use over time. 
We focus particularly on the semantic relatedness (SR) of terms which is also subject to 
temporal changes. 

The scope of meaning of a certain term is always defined in a social circle in which 
that meaning emerges, is agreed upon and accepted. Knowing that social systems are 
dynamic, it is difficult to neglect the natural changes (i.e., evolution) in socially agreed 
upon meaning of terms. If the meaning of a term is changing over time, so is the 
relatedness of that term to other terms whose dynamics in the given time period might 
be different. The most basic illustration of this is the term totalitarian regime. It is 
reasonably close to the terms identifying particular totalitarian governments and 
dictators of particular countries. However, this proximity should decrease if the 
totalitarian regime in a country is replaced by a democratic government – which 
happens more and more often in recent times.  

Although tendencies in the public expressions can easily be detected through search 
query frequencies and trending topics on Twitter, the nature of tendencies and their 
mutual relationships are not directly evident from such observations. We could imagine 
having three trending topics on Twitter: Egypt, revolution, and Britney Spears. 
Although a human may grasp that it is more likely that the revolution is happening in 
Egypt and not that Britney Spears is leading a revolution, for a computer, this is far less 
obvious. The change of SR, however, could indicate the rationale for the raising public 
interest in a particular term. For instance, we could see that the recent popularity of the 
term Egypt might have been related to the temporary increase of SR of terms Egypt and 
revolution; and that it had nothing to do with the raise of popularity of the term Britney 
Spears. Spotting the change in SR of terms could thus help to give meaning to the 
observed trends in Web content, and enable machines to grasp this meaning and take 
advantage of it in many real life scenarios. 

In this paper we present our initial research on using real-time services, in general 
and Twitter in particular, to detect the changes in SR of terms. We also explore the 
scenarios where reacting to those changes might be beneficial. In Section 2, we present 
the state of the art in research on SR of terms as well as in using Twitter to detect 
tendencies and make use of them. Section 3 introduces our measure of SR based on 
micropost data – Normalized Micropost Distance, whereas Section 4 gives some 
suggestions on how the relevancy of the change in SR of terms could be detected. We 
present our application for testing the proposed approach in Section 5, and consider the 
potential usage scenarios in Section 6. In Section 7, we give some interesting examples 
of changes in terms’ SR which we have observed by using our application. Section 8 
concludes the paper with propositions of future work that will help give maturity to our 
initial research. 

2   State of The Art 

The problem of determining semantic relatedness of terms has been studied for decades, 
in various contexts and using different approaches. Semantically related terms have 
been used to help users choose the right tags in collaborative filtering systems [4]; to 
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discover alternative search queries [5]; for query refinement [6]; to enhance expert 
finding results [7]; for ontology maintenance [8] [9], and in many other scenarios.  

Different techniques and different sources have been used and combined to develop 
measures of semantic relatedness (MSRs). These measures could be split into three 
major categories: 1) net-based measures, 2) distributional measures and 3) Wikipedia-
based measures [10]. In what follows we briefly examine each category of MSRs.  

Net-based measures make use of semantic (e.g., hyponymy or meronymy) and/or 
lexical (e.g., synonyms) relationships within a network (graph) of concepts to determine 
semantic proximity between the concepts. For example, Burton-Jones et al. [11] exploit 
the hypernym graphs of WordNet1 [6]; Safar et al.  use Gallois lattice to provide 
recommendations based on domain ontologies, whereas Ziegler et al. [12] and Resnik 
[13] use the ODP taxonomy2

[14]

. This category also includes measures that rely on the 
graph structure of concepts to determine semantic relatedness of those concepts. 
Shortest path is among the most common of such measures. It is often enhanced by 
taking into account the informational content of the nodes in the graph .  

Distributional measures rely on the distributional properties of words in large text 
corpora. Such MSRs deduce semantic relatedness by leveraging co-occurrences of 
concepts. For example, the approach presented in Salton et al. [15] uses co-occurrence 
in text of research papers, pondered with a function derived from the tf-idf measure to 
establish a notion of word proximity. Co-occurrence in tags [4] and in search results 
[17] is also commonly used. In Strube et al. [18], the authors introduced Normalized 
Web Distance (NWD) as a generalization of Normalized Google Distance (NGD) MSR 
and investigated its performance with six different search engines. The evaluation 
(based on the correlation with human judgment) demonstrated the best performance of 
Exalead-based NWD measure, closely followed by Yahoo!, AltaVista, Ask and Google; 
only Live Search and Clusty showed significantly lower results. 

As its name suggests, the third category of MSRs – Wikipedia-based measures – 
makes use of Wikipedia as the resource for computing semantic relatedness and often 
combines the features of the previous two MSR groups. For example, [18] relies on the 
graph of Wikipedia categories, whereas Waltinger et al. [10] rely on co-occurrence of 
words in the text of Wikipedia pages, combined with the information about the 
categories of pages in Wikipedia to compute semantic relatedness. 

In Waltinger et al. [10], the authors report on a comparative analysis of a large 
number of MSRs (at least 4 algorithms from each major category of MSRs were 
included in the study, resulting in sixteen algorithms in total). The most important 
results could be summarized as follows: 1) small, hand-crafted and structured resources 
(e.g., WordNet) are inferior to large and semi-structured (i.e., Wikipedia) or even 
unstructured resources (i.e., plain text); 2) the distributional MSRs (especially measures 
like Latent Semantic Analysis) perform significantly better than the net-based measures 
and those using explicit categorical information; 3) MSRs that use the Web as a corpus 
were inferior to those operating on smaller but better controlled training corpora (e.g., 
Normalized Distance based on Wikipedia significantly outperformed NGD). 

Most of the existing approaches do not take into account the dynamic nature of 
semantic relatedness between terms. An exception would be the work presented in 

                                                           
1 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 
2 http://www.dmoz.org/ 
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Nagarajan et al. [22] where authors take the approach of identifying ‘strong descriptors’ 
of an event by querying Google Insights to get the terms the event’s name was queried 
with the most (referred as ‘seed keywords’). Afterwards, they query Twitter to get the 
tweets containing seed keywords and extract the strong descriptors from them. 
However, this approach does not measure SR between two specific terms, but rather 
identify terms relevant to the name of an event being examined. Other approaches even 
take the stability of their measure over time, to demonstrate the solidity of their 
approach [17]. 

On the other hand many approaches exist for extracting meaning from Twitter 
[20][1]. Some of them make extensive use of Twitter dynamics, like the approach for 
detecting events through peaks of word popularity [20]. Most related to our work is the 
approach presented in Song et al. [21] which relies on spatio-temporal characteristics of 
topics mined from Twitter data, for the calculation of semantic relatedness among 
topics. The temporal aspect of a topic is determined by the frequency of its occurrence 
in Twitter data streams over a given time period, whereas the spatial aspect refers to the 
regional distribution of messages mention the given topic over the same time period. 
Although this approach looks promising, its usefulness for measuring SR of topics has 
not been fully proved yet. 

3   Normalized Micropost Distance 

Inspired by the work of Cilibrasi et al. [16] on establishing Normalized Google Distance 
(NGD) as a MSR of terms based on Google search result, we propose a similar measure 
– Normalized Micropost Distance (NMD) – based on the results of searching the 
content (i.e., microposts) of real-time (Twitter-like) services. By leveraging micropost 
streams of real-time services, this measure should reflect the change in terms’ SR more 
quickly than the standard web search results that are not updated in real-time. The basic 
assumption behind our approach is that Google’s Search API results tend to be stable 
and based on content with a lower frequency of change, and as such would not be as 
good in indicating the changes in the SR of terms as could be search results that are 
based on real-time content.. 

NGD uses the frequencies of appearance of two terms in the Google index, as well as 
the frequency of their mutual appearance to quantify the extent to which the two terms 
are related. The basic assumption behind this measure is that terms that co-occur more 
frequently would be more related. Similarly, the proposed NMD measure can be 
calculated using the formula (1). 

 

 

NMD(x, y)t =
max{log f (x)t ,log f (y)t} − log f (x, y)t

log M − min{log f (x)t,log f (y)t}
 (1) 

 
The formula allows one to calculate the NMD of two terms x and y for the time 

interval t. f(x)t and f(y)t represent the number of results returned for the term x and y, 
respectively, within the time interval t, when searching the content (i.e., microposts) of a 
real-time, Twitter-like service. The terms in the formula (x and y) may also be 
compound terms. Calculating the value of this formula for the same terms over different 
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time intervals is essential for determining the dynamics of their relationship, as we 
further explain in the following two sections. 

4   Detecting the Significance of Change 

The notion of NMD defined above is useful for measuring the difference in SR of two 
terms, but will not, by itself help to detect changes worthy of notice, and distinguish 
them from small and frequent variations. We suggest two complementary ways to 
perform this detection. 

First, calculating the standard deviation of NMDs over a longer period of time would 
give a good ground to judging the significance of the identified changes. Standard 
deviation of NMDs can be calculated using the formula (2). The given formula 
represents the standard deviation of NMDs over a sample of N observations in which 
NMDs were calculated in time intervals i that are of the same length. 

 

σ(NMD(x, y)) =
(NMD(x, y)i − avg(

i=1

N

∑ NMD(x,y)))2

N
 (2) 

 
Detection of a change in terms’ SR (measured using NMD) that is greater than the 

standard deviation σ could be an indicator of a significant change.  
In addition to this indicator, one could observe the stability of change over several 

consecutive time instances to make sure that the change is not of a too short breath. 
However such a criterion may not be generally applicable and is specific to each use 
case, as even short changes might matter in some use cases, while in others only a 
change that spans several days would be significant. 

5   Demo Application 

In order to test the proposed approach of using micropost streams to calculate SR of 
terms, we have developed a simple web application that makes use of Twitter Search 
API3 for computing NMD. The application, entitled Tweet Dynamics, currently in 
private beta, demonstrates how the NMD measure can be utilized, visualized and 
interpreted. Application is built in Java programming language using Tapestry Web 
Framework4. Javascript plotting library for jQuery named Flot5

The application’s home page presents a user with a simple interface (

 is used for plotting the 
result diagram. 

Figure 1) which 
allows her to input the number of days and two keywords that NMDs should be 
calculated for. By clicking on the button ‘Calculate’, NMD calculation process is 

                                                           
3 http://search.twitter.com/api/ 
4 http://tapestry.apache.org/ 
5 http://code.google.com/p/flot/ 
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invoked. Application then queries the Twitter API to get all posts containing the first 
keyword, then posts containing the second keyword, and at the end to get all the posts 
containing both keyword. This process is repeated for the given number of days. With 
that data, NMDs are being calculated according to the formula (1). 

The result of calculation is shown in a diagram (Figure 2) where each day is 
presented as a dot on the diagram line. One can easily perceive a trend of SR between 
two keywords during the past days. 

Although, for the purpose of calculating standard deviation, our application keeps the 
computed values of NMD, the value of standard deviation is not shown on Figure 2 
since we do not yet have a significant sample of values (e.g., dating from at least a 
month ago) and thus taking into account the currently available value of standard 
deviation would not be methodologically sound. Once a significant sample is present, 
the user would see a second line representing the standard deviation, so he/she could 
spot when the change in NMD becomes significant.

 
Figure 1 - Tweet Dynamics home page. User 
can enter two terms and a number of days to 
observe. 

 
Figure 2 – The diagram illustrates the 
dynamics of SR of the terms android and cool, 
measured using NMD

Although some Web actors have access to the total history of tweets, most of 
interested parties have quite limited access to the Twitter Search API, which allows up 
to 1500 results per query. For terms of high frequency this can be a limiting factor since 
it makes it impossible to estimate their full frequency, and compare it with other high-
frequency terms. A workaround that we use is to sample the tweets within short time 
intervals in which the number of tweets per terms is lower than the imposed limit. This 
however involves the risk of hitting the limit of 150 requests to the Twitter API per 
hour. 

Another limitation of using Twitter’s Search API is the restriction on the temporal 
range of tweets that can be returned as a search result. In particular, according to the 
API’s documentation,6

                                                           
6 http://apiwiki.twitter.com/w/page/22554756/Twitter-Search-API-Method:-search 

 a post returned as a search result must not be ‘too old’, which in 
practice brings down to a number of six days, meaning that the oldest post returned as a 
result of a query is six days old. This restriction highly limits the ability to test our 
application on the microposts generated during a longer time span and detect trends in 
SR between keywords related to certain events or periods of year. If we had access to 
data spanning a longer period of time, we would have been able to test our results by 
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comparing them with various indicators such as survey results, sales changes of a 
product etc. 

6   Scenar ios of Use 

In this section we present two usage scenarios aiming to illustrate the potential benefits 
of the suggested dynamic MSR in real life settings. The first scenario assumes the usage 
of Twitter content stream for the calculation of NMD, whereas the second one relies on 
the micropost exchanged in a (internal) micro-blogging tool of an organization. 

Scenar io 1: Adapting Online Adver tising Campaigns to the Changes in Ter m 
Relatedness 

Optimization of the keyword choice for online advertising campaigns has become a 
vivid market with more and more players in the field. Using the information about 
keywords similarity and relatedness, combined with prices of keywords in advertising 
services, such as AdWords, it is possible to find a combination of keywords that costs 
less, but drives the same or bigger amount of relevant traffic. Such services, however, 
do not take advantage of keywords that become occasionally relevant. For instance, let 
us consider the situation happened at this year’s SXSW7

Many organizations, especially larger ones, maintain organizational vocabularies and 
use them for the annotation of different kinds of documents and other digital assets. 
Such a vocabulary often results from a collaborative work of domain experts and a 
knowledge engineer. Therefore, it tends to reflect the experts’ view of the subject 

 conference held at Austin, 
Texas, USA. Many new iPad applications were showcasted at the conference and a 
rumor appeared, and lately became truth, that iPad 2 would start selling on the second 
day of the conference. This trend would be noticed if NMD was measured for the words 
‘ipad’ and ‘sxsw’ A company selling iPad accessories, would in such an occasion have 
a clear interest to alter the keywords for their AdWords campaign for promoting its 
products and add the word ‘sxsw’, thus getting new relevant traffic. Once the NMD for 
the two words goes up again, the advertising campaign can again be changed to avoid 
driving the traffic that became less relevant. 

Responding to changes in terms’ relatedness over time, for advertising campaigns 
means not missing out relevant traffic, and as such is of high importance for this market. 
Web marketing tools such as KeywordDiscovery.com do offer the possibility to 
discover relevant keywords and include them in marketing campaigns, but do not reflect 
the change in this relevancy. Changes in relevancy might open completely new 
possibilities for advertising campaign optimization, and using our notion of NMD, these 
changes may even be taken into account in an automated or semi-automated way. 

Scenar io 2: Facilitating Discovery of Relevant Resources in Organizations  

                                                           
7 http://sxsw.com/ 
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domain, and the terms it defines reflect the jargon used by these experts. However, this 
jargon does not necessarily overlap with the everyday language used by the employees 
within the organization. As a consequence, employees would experience difficulties in 
formulating their requests for different kinds of organizational resources using the 
organization’s official vocabulary. This indicates the need for harmonizing the official 
and the actual vocabularies within an organization. Furthermore, each organization 
evolves and many organizations need to go through continuous changes in order to 
respond to the constantly changing conditions in their environment. To properly address 
the evolving work practices in the organization, the organization’s vocabulary has to 
evolve as well, and it should evolve to be comprehensible and usable by the employees 
(i.e., it should incorporate the terminology used by the employees). This is where the 
suggested dynamic MSR applied over the messages exchanged in the organization’s 
Twitter-like communication channels (e.g., Yammer8

The suggested dynamic MSR can also be applied for facilitating people search within 
an organization by enabling the deduction of terms that best describe each employee. 
Previous studies exploring the practice of people tagging in organizations 

) can help. In particular, the 
proposed MSR can be used for extracting terms related to certain tasks, projects, 
organizational positions, etc., in order to use them for evolving the organization’s 
vocabulary. This would increase the usability of the vocabulary and consequently 
improve the search and discovery of organizational resources. 

[23][24] have 
confirmed that people do perceive such a practice beneficial as it allows for, e.g., 
finding out who is working on a certain project/task, or identifying experts in a 
particular topic. However, the main obstacle for applying this practice in workplace lies 
in the very act of directly tagging (labeling) a person; many participants in the cited 
studies were reluctant to directly tag their colleagues as they were worried about 
potentially inadvertent effects those tags might cause. With the proposed dynamic MSR 
applied to the messages exchanged within the organization’s micro-blogging and/or 
social streaming application, an organization would be able to identify the terms (tags) 
related to each employee. These terms would still reflect the community’s perception of 
any particular employee, while freeing people from the unnecessary cognitive burden of 
inadvertently affecting their colleagues.  

7   Example Diagrams 

In order to test the use of the formula (1) on the data gathered from Twitter in several 
consecutive days for detection of the change in SR between two terms, we chose several 
examples of term pairs whose popularity we, as humans, were able to perceive from the 
news. The testing was done using our Tweet Dynamics application (cf. Section 5). 

Since, unfortunately, catastrophic events were happening in Japan at the time of 
writing this paper9

                                                           
8 https://www.yammer.com/ 
9 On March 11, 2011, a strong earthquake struck Japan which triggered a failure of the cooling 

system of the reactor at Japan’s Fukushima nuclear power plant, causing a huge explosion at 
the power plant the day after, on March 12. 

, we used keywords ‘japan’ and ‘nuclear’ and calculated their NMDs 
for 5 days starting from March 8, 2011. 
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Figure 3 - NMD diagram for terms 'japan' and 'nuclear' for the 5 days period 

By looking at the diagram (Figure 3), one can observe that by March 11, there was a 
small relatedness between the terms ‘japan’ and ‘nuclear’ because the earthquake 
happened suddenly; thus the value of NMD (shown on Y axis) is higher. On the day of 
the earthquake (March 11th), one can see that the NMD significantly decreased, i.e., SR 
of the terms increased, as many people tweeted about the danger of explosion at the 
nuclear power plant. That trend continued in the following days. 

 
Figure 4 - NMD diagram for terms 'ipad' and 'sxsw' for the 5 days period 
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Our second example is about terms ‘ipad’ and ‘sxsw’ (already mentioned in Section 
6). iPad started selling unexpectedly during the SXSW on the 12th of March. From the 
diagram, it is obvious that there was a rumor about it some days ago, as the NMD 
decreased exponentially towards the first day of sales, to reach its lowest value on the 
12th of March. It is easy to think of potential benefits that the owners of iPad-related 
content might derive from this newly related term, by including it in their advertising 
campaigns, and using it for positioning their content. The relevant NMD diagram is 
shown on Figure 4.  

As already mentioned, there is a big limitation of using Twitter Search API, because 
it limits the number of search results to a maximum of 1500. If we had access to the 
whole corpus of messages posted in this period, we would have been able to measure 
the change in relatedness more precisely. However, in the case of terms that are usually 
rather non-related, the importance of the change is still noticeable even with such 
limitations imposed. 

8   Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper presents our initial work on using data streams from Twitter or Twitter-like 
services for the detection of changes in semantic relatedness of terms. In particular, 
being inspired by the work of Cilibrasi & Vitanyi [16] on using Google search results 
for computing semantic relatedness of terms, we have introduced Normalized Micropost 
Distance (NMD). It makes use of micropost streams of Twitter-like services to compute 
semantic relatedness of two terms for a given time period. We have also suggested how 
our approach can be leveraged in two real-life scenarios that differ both in the 
application domain (online advertising and organizational knowledge management) and 
the data source to be used for the computation of the NMD measure (Twitter and 
organization’s internal micro-blogging service). 

An important challenge to attack in our future work is the detection of good 
candidate term pairs, i.e., pairs where a change is likely to happen. Our NMD measure 
allows one to measure the change in semantic relatedness, and follow it over time, but 
does not directly help in identifying which term pairs are likely to be the subject of 
change without calculating the NMD values for all possible term pairs. Having such a 
possibility is important in light of the need for computational efficiency and of the limits 
imposed by Twitter and other major players on Real-time Web. The detection of 
candidates for NMD calculation is dependent of the actual usage scenario, as each real-
life scenario is related to a specific subject domain characterized by its specific language 
and important topics. Accordingly, for each scenario, there would be a list of terms to 
watch. With such a list available, it would be enough to identify the candidate terms 
that, when coupled with the watched terms could form pairs for which the calculation of 
NMD might lead to the detection of significant relatedness. We believe that looking at 
trending topics on Twitter, as well as in recent news articles, might help in finding good 
candidate terms for a Web marketing scenario (as presented in Section 6). Our intention 
is thus to explore this research question and deliver a system that could take a number of 
terms to watch, and provide a list of terms that have recently become more related to 
one or more of the watched terms.  
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Another equally important direction of our future work is a comprehensive 
evaluation of the proposed dynamic measure of semantic relatedness of terms. For that 
purpose we intend to use Twitter’s Streaming API10

[21]

, and in particular its “Gardenhose” 
access level which offers the proportion of the Twitter’s public data stream (currently, 
around 10%) that could form a statistically significant sample. This approach would 
help us overcome the mentioned limitations of using Twitter Search API. Besides that, 
since Google recently started including real–time updates coming from Twitter, it could 
serve us as an important source of data. But since, at the time of writing this paper, these 
data were not accessible through Google Search API, we need to wait for this feature to 
become programmatically available. Using this data stream, we intend to do an 
evaluation study that would consist of a comparative analysis of our approach and the 
approach we found as the most related to our work, namely the approach reported in 
Song et al. . 
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Abstract. The aim of the current paper is to formulate a conception of 
pragmatic patterns characterizing the construction of individual and collective 
identities in virtual communities (in our case: the Twitter community). We have 
explored several theoretical approaches and frameworks and relevant empirical 
data to show that the agents building virtual communities are 'extended selves' 
grounded in a highly dynamic and compressed, linguistically mediated virtual 
network structure. Our empirical evidence consists of a study of discourse 
related to the Latvian parliamentary elections of 2010. We used a Twitter 
corpus (in Latvian) harvested and statistically evaluated using the Pointwise 
Mutual Information (PMI) algorithm and complemented with qualitative and 
quantitative content analysis. 

Keywords: Twitter, virtual identity, social science, political messages. 

1   Introduction 

In this paper, we explore the pragmatics of political messages in Latvian Twitter 
communication during the 2010 general election.  

The results contain a topical analysis of election discussions as well as an analysis 
of hashtags and retweeted messages. The fast pragmatic dynamics in Titter 
communication can be observed through hashtags, showing a rapid reaction of 
Twitter users to the elections, while top retweets support the findings of content 
analysis with regard to political sentiment. Content analysis reveals the possibility of 
significant discrepancies in terms of the cognitive and physical distances between a 
group and its individual members in their identity generation processes. In view of the 
results, we propose a hypothesis that reveals correlations between a group and its 
individual members, the richness of topics, channels of communication, frequency of 
mention, and connotations and effects of messages. 

2   Theoretical Background 

We assume that the generation of identity takes place through two simultaneous and 
mutually interdependent social categorization processes – belongingness and 
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differentiation [3,4]. Our study undertakes to examine these two processes in action, 
constrained by two selection criteria: (1) Twitter messages only, and (2) messages 
relating directly to national politics. The homogeneity of format and topic draws 
attention to similarities and differences in content and in discourse strategies.  
 Twitter is a particularly fruitful resource for this type of analysis because its brevity 
constraint gives rise to an abundance of shortcut techniques including expressive 
lexis, the use of abbreviations and hyperlinks for proper names and keywords. Rigid 
information hierarchies reveal what users presume to be already known and/or shared 
by their in-group, and are a fertile soil for the investigation of presuppositions, 
cultural common ground, and cultural discrepancies [6,7,15]. This is especially 
prominent in Twitter discourse about politics, a topic where speakers generally 
exhibit willingness to report their opinions despite the fact that their perspectives are 
often conflicting. Although political opinions are usually articulated explicitly, 
belongingness to an identity group1 may be partly implicit [19].   

We focus on mechanisms of self-identification, formation and maintenance of in-
groups and their differentiation from out-groups. The findings attempt to answer the 
following questions: 1) How are virtual political identities generated and maintained 
in a condensed public mode of communication? 2) What are the pragmatic 
instruments that help to achieve these processes? 

Twitter can also help to understand implicit social categorization. Typically, 
research on social categorization is conducted using questionnaire or focus group 
methodologies, mainly addressing explicit political categorization. This study has 
incorporated some implicit factors of analysis, often crucial in political 
communication. Approaching human-generated digital content as empirical material 
for categorization analysis is not new (cp. [9]). Analysis of political messages on 
Twitter, although not directly focused on categorization, is also provided by several 
studies (cp. [22]). Several recent studies explore possible correlations between 
election outcomes and the level of Twitter activity of politicians (US Congress: [14], 
South Korea: [12]). This study, however, also analyzes political messages created by 
media organizations and other active users. 

2.1 Collocations and concordance analysis 

Co-occurrence statistics allow to quantitatively project some of a word’s semantics 
grounded in users’ categorization performance ([18]). Collocations show the relative 
most frequent (sometimes stereotypical, implicit) social categories in communication, 
but the research must be complimented with concordance analysis for semantic 
complexity. Of course, the output of such a combination of methods concerns the 
group (and not individual) patterns of social categorization, and pragmatic effects are 
related to statistical frequency of language used in communities and not to individual 
patterns of communication2. 

                                                
1 We define identity as a continuous process where the sense of belongingness to a community interacts 

with the desire to be a unique individual. A community has an internal and an external structure 
(relationships within the group and relationships with other groups), and community identity can 
generate polarization effects.  

2 A pragmatic pattern is a typical way of using language in a linguistic community (e.g., in social media). 
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2.2 Political messages 

Studies show that people frequently have difficulty explicitly articulating their 
ideology [19]. Thus self-report, focus groups, and questionnaires may often prove 
inadequate for analyzing political categorization. Ideological labels, moreover, may 
not correspond to subjective conceptions of beliefs, and undecided voters exhibit a 
much clearer opinion via implicit tasks than via explicit ones [19]. Political categories 
are distinguished above all by their extreme polarization (cp. [11,17]). On Twitter, 
initially informative messages are modified to become increasingly polarized [23]. 

2.3 The Latvian Parliamentary Election 2010 

The Saeima (the parliament of Latvia) is elected using a proportional multi-partisan 
representation system for 100 seats. The 2010 election saw 13 competing political 
parties or their alliances. Candidates from 5 parties were elected: 33 seats for “Unity” 
(Unity), 29 seats for “Harmony Centre” (HC), 22 seats for the “Union of Greens and 
Farmers” (UGF), and 8 seats each for the National Association “All For Latvia!”-
“TB/LNNK” (NA) and “For a Good Latvia” (FGL). The turnout for the 2010 
elections was 63.12% or around 967 000 people. 

3   Methodology and Design 

The aims of this study are: (1) to build a feasible methodology using content and 
structural analysis of social media (in particular, Twitter) with respect to political 
communication; (2) to explore correlations between the election results and the 
representations of political parties and their candidates in Twitter communication; (3) 
to explore the identity generation of political actors in pre-election communication on 
Twitter.   

We collected a dataset of tweets covering the election week, performed careful 
manual extraction work and numerous statistical comparisons. We also created 
custom tools for analyzing Latvian Twitter content including a concordance tool. We 
believe that this makes our results, in several respects, even more precise than, e.g., 
[22] who automatically translated their corpus of empirical data (German tweets) into 
English and only then processed it with LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count). 

3.1 Dataset 

The dataset consists of one week of Twitter messages (from 28-Sep-2010 to 04-Oct-
2010) from a subset of Latvian Twitter users, including 4 days before the election, the 
day of the general election (October 2) and 2 days following the election. The total 
size is 50'032 messages, consisting of: 50% regular tweets; 18% retweets; and 32% 
replies. There are no publicly available official data about the total number of Twitter 
participants in Latvia. According to local media experts, the estimate is approximately 
40'000 users (November 2010). 

In order to choose a topically relevant set of Twitter accounts, we started with a 
manually selected set that included (1) accounts of political parties and their 
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candidates to the Parliament (Saeima); (2) accounts of media organizations, political 
analysts, and other individuals who write about politics and the election; and (3) 
accounts of individuals most active in the Latvian Twitter-sphere. This formed an 
initial set of 179 accounts to follow. We enlarged the set of accounts by (1) retrieving 
tweets from the current set of accounts; (2) identifying new accounts mentioned in the 
tweets collected; (3) filtering out accounts not related to Latvia; and (4) repeating this 
process. The result is a total of 1'377 user accounts to collect tweets from.  

We did not choose a random sample to avoid large amounts of redundant data 
consisting of ordinary discussions unrelated to our research interests - politics, 
identity generation, and the media. This intentionally selected dataset allows for a 
more precise analysis of the above research topics. 

3.2 Tweet Processing and Analysis 

Collected tweets are processed using the NLTK library [1]. The processing of tweets 
consists of: cleaning the dataset; saving the full tweet data for structure analysis; 
tokenizing tweets; replacing keywords, where we consolidate the various ways to 
write the same word or expression and replace it with a single keyword identifier. 

Latvian is an inflected language in which the same word may appear in many 
forms. In the keyword replacement step, we collapse these forms into one keyword. 
We also replace different ways of writing the same expression (e.g. abbreviations and 
full names of party names). Since there was no stemming or lemmatizing software for 
Latvian that we could use, we created our own keyword replacement map for 
keywords related to elections.  

Having processed the tweets, we performed: (1) content analysis in which we 
examined the text content of Twitter messages; and (2) structure analysis, in which 
we examine the metadata in tweets and associated with tweets. The main types of text 
processing performed in the content analysis phase are concordance lookup, word 
frequency analysis, and collocation (bigram) analysis. For collocation ranking, we 
used the Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) metric [16]. 

4   Content Analysis 

4.1. Representations of the candidates on Twitter 

We made a list of all 1234 candidates competing for seats in the parliament, exploring 
their representations in selected tweets during the 4 days leading up to the election. 
Since only a small part of all candidates were represented in Twitter communication 
(in our dataset) four days before the election, we wished to compare our findings with 
publicity coverage of the candidates in other media in Latvia.  
 We identified 79 family names of the candidates occurring in collocations in the 
Twitter dataset, and 170 family names of the candidates occurring in the media 
monitoring dataset. We distinguish four groups of candidates: (1) those represented 
both in Twitter and print media and news agencies (44 candidates or 3.56% of all the 
candidates); (2) those who are represented mostly in Twitter (6.40%); (3) those who 
are represented mostly in print media and news agencies (7.37%); and (4) those who 
are mostly not represented in the media we studied (82.67% of all the candidates). 
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 Further, we listed how many personal tweets, collocations and publications occur 
with every of the family names in various time periods (the average number of 
collocations of every family name of the candidates four days before the election is 
4.68; later, we included only those (9) family names that are statistically significant 
with respect to their number of collocations (n ≥ 4.68)). Almost all of these candidates 
(except one) were elected1. They also represent 4 out of the 5 parties elected to the 
parliament. We analyzed the split of the 100 elected candidates between four 
previously distinguished groups of candidates. Our calculations show that 32% of 
elected candidates correspond to the first group (represented in Twitter, print media, 
and news agencies); 5% correspond to the second group (mostly represented in 
Twitter); 42% correspond to the third group (mostly represented in print media and 
news agencies); and 16% correspond to the fourth group (mostly not represented in 
the media we studied). Based on all of the above, we have formulated a working 
hypothesis: (1) the more thematically varied and (2) the more frequent the 
communication, and (3) the more communication channels are used to mention a 
candidate, the higher the probability that he or she will be elected to parliament.  
 
Table 1: Mentions of political parties (collocations on Twitter, publications in print media and 
news agencies) and the number of seats in the parliament. 

Party Collocations Publications2 Seats 
 28.09-01.10 28.09-04.10 27.09-01.10 1 year  
Unity 34 73 276 2799 33 c3 
UGF 5 20 223 4837 22 c6 
HC 10 31 232 4674 29  
FGL 41 77 230 1647 8  
NA 12 32 168 713 8  
LP 3 30 0 0 0 
FHRUL 3 7 118 1452 0 
R 0 6 0 0 0 
OPR 2 2 0 0 0 
ML 0 1 0 0 0 
DL 0 0 0 144 0 
LCDU 0 0 0 0 0 
PC 0 0 0 0 0 

DL = “Daugava for Latvia”;  FGL = “For a Good Latvia”; FHRUL = Union "For Human Rights in a United 
Latvia"; HC = “Harmony Centre”; LCDU = “Latvian Christian Democratic Union”; LP = “The Last Party”; 
ML = “Made in Latvia”; NA = National Association “All For Latvia!” – “TB/LNNK”; OPR = “For a 
Presidential Republic”; PC = “People's Control”; R = Social Democratic Alliance “Responsibility”; UGF = 
“Union of Greens and Farmers”; Unity = Union “Unity”. 

                                                
1 Election of the 10th Parliament of the Republic of Latvia, October 2, 2010: list and statistics of the 

candidates. The website of the Central election committee. Retrieved January 4, 2011 from 
http://www.cvk.lv/cgi-bin/wdbcgiw/base/komisijas2010.cvkand10.sak 

2 Publications in print media and news agencies for (1) the election week (27-Sep – 03-Oct); (2) one year 
(28-Sep-2009 - 03.10.2010). Dates differ from those in tweet collocations due to the source of press data. 

3 c = Formed the ruling coalition. 
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4.2 Representations of the parties on Twitter, in print media, and by news 
agencies prior to the election 

For names of political parties (Table 1) we listed: (1) how many collocations occur 
with each name; (2) how many publications from print media and news agencies 
mention each name; and (3) the results each party has achieved in the election. Every 
party with an above-average number of collocations in Twitter communication before 
the election (8.46) is elected to the parliament. An exception is UGF, which was 
elected despite a below-average number of collocations. We assume that the latter 
was compensated in the long term by the highest number of publications in print 
media and news agencies. However, with the high ranking of mention on Twitter 
before the election (41 collocations), FGL obtained significantly fewer parliament 
places than “Unity” or other political parties with a lower ranking of mention on 
Twitter. Initially, it can be assumed that FGL was affected by relatively lower 
publicity rates in print media and news agencies; but in fact, FGL had conducted a 
more extensive advertising campaign than any other political party). Further 
investigation points to an important qualitative factor. A review of collocations of 
FGL and “Unity” in a detailed concordance analysis leads to the observation that the 
“Unity” collocations feature more positive connotations than the FGL collocations. 
This allows us to emphasize and modify our above hypothesis regarding the 
candidates: (1) the more thematically varied and (2) the more frequent the 
communication, and (3) the more communication channels a political party is 
mentioned in positively, the higher the probability that it will be elected to the 
parliament. 

4.3 Identity-generation processes for political parties and individuals in 
Twitter communication 

Two political parties – FGL and “Unity” - have significantly higher rankings of 
mention than other parties. Moreover, their candidates for the post of Prime Minister 
(Ainārs Šlesers (FGL) and Valdis Dombrovskis (Unity)) have similar rankings of 
mention. In spite of these similarities, the two have strikingly different election results 
(“Unity” won the election and got 33 seats in the parliament, with Valdis 
Dombrovskis approved as the prime minister, while FGL got only 8 seats in the 
parliament). This led us to investigate more closely the identity generation of these 
individuals and organizations through political categorization in pre-election tweets. 
First, we identified 10 collocations of significantly high ratings for the four name 
keywords. Secondly, we used concordance analysis to examine the semantics in each 
collocation.  

We have listed in Table 2 what percentage of the topics bear positive, neautral or 
negative  connotations and how many topics are covered by each of the keywords. As 
Table 2 demonstrates, the individual and the organization are categorized similarly in 
the case of Šlesers and his political party FGL: both are more related to negative 
topics than positive ones. The case of Valdis Dombrovskis and his political party 
“Unity” is different: the individual is mostly categorized in positive or neutral topics, 
while the political party is categorized in negative or neutral ones. This shows that the 
generation of identity of an organization and that of its individual members may 
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involve significant discrepancies in terms of cognitive versus physical distances4. In 
this case, the cognitive distance between Dombrovskis and “Unity” is bigger than the 
‘physical’ one. This may be in part due to the fact that the “Unity” election campaign 
focused exclusively on Dombrovskis, promoting him as the principal benefit to the 
voters. Thus the individual became more cognitively important than the whole (an 
organization).  
 This allows us to expand our hypothesis regarding politicians and political parties 
as follows: (1) the more thematically varied and (2) the more frequent the 
communication, and (3) the more communication channels are used to mention a 
member of an organization (in this case, a politician) positively5, the higher the 
probability that he or she will become cognitively more important than the 
organization (in this case, the political party) and cause a shift in the perception of the 
significance of the organization. 
 
Table 2: Connotations of keyword topics. 

 Positive Neutral Negative No of topics 
Politician (party)     
Dombrovskis (Unity) 27.59% 68.97% 3.45% 29 
Šlesers (FGL) 25.00% 41.67% 33.33% 12 
Political party     
Unity  0.00% 54.55% 45.45% 11 
FGL 21.43% 21.43% 57.14% 14 

5 Structural Analysis 

In this section, we analyze Twitter messages by examining implicit and explicit 
metadata and structural information contained in tweets. 

5.1 Hashtag Analysis 

Hashtags were used in 2'238 tweets (4.47% of all tweets). In total, 750 different 
hashtags were used 2'668 times. Most hashtags were used just once. 29.06% of 
hashtags (218) were used more than once and 2.26% (17) were used at least 20 times. 

The most popular hashtag was #velesanas (“election”), used in 459 tweets (17.2% 
of tweets containing hashtags). Other election-related hashtags that were used at least 
20 times include #nobalsoju ("i voted"), #politsports (political sport), #pietiek 

                                                
4 In the Spreading-Activation Theory, assuming a correlation between the collocational structure of the 

corpus and the mental models of its users, collocational structure reflects the cognitive distance between 
conceptual entities such as political parties and individuals. Indirectly connected nodes are more distant 
than directly connected ones. 

5 Using manual concordance analysis, connotations are determined and generalized according to three 
categories (positive, neutral, and negative), determined individually for each tweet. Examples include: 
“Friends, tomorrow I shall vote for Dombrovskis, because I trust his professionalism …” (positive); 
“Šlesers doubts the objectivity of social media …” (neutral); “Dombrovskis: a protégé of corruption or a 
racketeer?” (negative). 
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("enough!"), #vēlēšanas (#velesanas with Latvian diacritics), #cieti (“solid” – a slogan 
of FGL), #twibbon (twibbons were used to show party support). 

For the purposes of this paper, we limited Table 3 to hashtags related to politics. 
Most of the top 10 hashtags on election day were related to politics (9 out of 10) and 
appear in the table. Other days had less election-related tags, but also a lower hashtag 
usage activity in general. The #velesanas (“election”) hashtag appeared the day before 
the election and had a remarkable spike in its usage on election day and the day 
following it, receding back to background level the day after that. 

 
Table 3: Dynamics of top hashtags related to politics (30-Sep-2011 – 04-Oct-2011). 

Hashtag 30-Sep 01-Oct 02-Oct 03-Oct 04-Oct 
#ir 27 34 21 32  
#pietiek 7 10 16 10 5 
#pll 5     
#politika 5     
#politsports 5     
#velesanas  12 346 94 5 
#cieti  8 16   
#fail  9 5  9 
#sleptareklama  5    
#nobalsoju   71   
#twibbon   60   
#vēlēšanas   35 11  
#velesanas2010   7   
 
Hashtags that retained popularity for at least 4 days in this 5 day period were the 

journalism tags #pietiek and #ir. Both refer to publications seen by top Twitter users 
as prestigeous and integral organizations for investigative journalism. The hashtag 
#sleptareklama ("hidden advertising") coincided with the appearance of controversial 
hockey-related advertisements that were suspected of containing hidden political 
advertising. A creative usage of a hashtag is its syntactic integration into a sentence: a 
notable example is using #ir, the magazine whose name literally means “is”, as a 
verb: e.g., “There #is still time to form a new coalition”. 
 Apart from the obvious purpose of attracting attention to major topics, hashtags 
carry the connotation of  familiarity with  the object of the tag, be it a topic, an 
individual, or an organization – at the very least, one must know what is worth 
tagging. Tags help to define group identity in two recursive ways: by highlighting 
issues considered important by the group, and by presenting the group as the kind of 
community where such issues are considered important. 

5.2 Analysis of Retweeting  

We considered a retweet any Twitter message that contains the string "RT 
@nickname" (17.68% of the selected dataset). Most retweets start with "RT 
@nickname", i.e. are marked as such and point to the original message. These results 
shows more uniformity of retweet formats than reported in [2], possibly a result of 
more officialized retweet functionality. For further analysis, we used retweets which 
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contained information about the original tweet (i.e. 90.46% of all retweets). An 
analysis of the top 20 most retweeted posts reveals that 70% of these posts are directly 
related to the elections; 10% are loosely related; 20% are unrelated. 

There were 14 election-related messages among the 20 most retweeted messages. 
Of these, the majority (8 out of 14) were satirical tweets criticising a political party or 
a politician. Seven refer to FGL or its prominent members Ainārs Šlesers and Andris 
Šķēle. Other parties mentioned in these retweets were HC and FHRUL (one tweet 
each). The two most retweeted messages are related to the election. 

5.3 Opinion leaders and in-group demarcation mechanisms 

The content of top retweets and hashtags reveals that the opinion leaders in the 
Latvian Twitter-sphere, the in-group that enjoys the highest popularity and prestige, 
can be vaguely defined as a group of centrists who see themselves as positioned 
between two perceived polarities. The cognitive space, as regarded by the in-group, 
can be characterized thus: to the left are krievi (“the Russians”), the parties and their 
supporters commonly perceived as pro-Muscovite and representing the interests of the 
Russian-speaking population (HC, FHRUL). To the right are nēģi (“the parasites” – 
an imprecise translation of the word taken from a popular tweet criticising this group), 
the nationalist alliance (FGL, NA) that the Twitter opinion leaders see as outdated and 
highly corrupt, exploiting their privilege for personal gain. The in-group supports the 
political alliance “Unity” and particularly its leader, Valdis Dombrovskis, who was 
subsequently elected Prime Minister.  
 The fact that the in-group appears to take a centrist position is significant: their 
output is less polarizing than could be expected of a highly politicized group. Still, 
there is a clear demarcation of the in-group from both out-groups described above. 
This is achieved by the opinion leaders of the in-group through several group-
identity-generating mechanisms and strengthened by the heightened emphasis on the 
social self [4], typical of both online communities and political discourse.  
 Manipulating cognitive distances is relatively easy in the dematerialized virtual 
space, which facilitates impressions of togetherness and mutual identification within 
the in-group, on the one hand, but also the distancing of the in-group from out-groups. 
Perhaps surprisingly, the brevity constraint of Twitter messaging, rather than 
complicating political categorization, can facilitate it: the format is well suited to the 
in-group’s simplified tripartite view of the political space. Thus, through repeated 
tweeting of negative content containing the letters “PLL” or “PCTVL” (acronyms of 
the names of political parties on the two sides of the perceived spectrum), it is soon 
enough to write “PLL” or “PCTVL” to evoke a cognitive frame [8] associated with 
negative content. Clearly, the details of this content will be unique for each user; but 
as long as there is a basic understanding of a commonality of reference – in this case, 
of the negativity of the referents – a mention of a party acronym will effectively serve 
as an invitation to ‘fill in the gaps’ with each reader’s own meaning [13].   
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 Political jokes6, abundant in top retweets, work in a similar manner. Provided that 
the humourous effect is usually achieved by inviting the audience to frame-shift 
through an unexpected element [7], political jokes on Twitter are doubly rewarding 
because they give the audience the feeling of belongingness through having 
understood the frame shift without surrounding linguistic context and through a very 
limited number of signs. Similarly to a hashtag, a retweet works recursively by 
simultaneously flaunting an individual’s understanding (and hence his belonging to 
the in-group) and helping to define his individual identity through the content of what 
is understood and retweeted.  
 Our corpus shows that power and control are very much the preoccupation of 
Twitter users, and the independently formed, ‘grass-roots’ community of top tweeters 
quickly forms their own behaviour canons. This is typical of online communities, 
where a myriad of rules and expectations underlie seemingly free, chaotic 
communication [10]. A popular political message on Twitter is at once an expression 
of individual and group identity, an invitation to the in-group members to share the 
opinion expressed, and a warning about the consequence of deviating from the 
group’s norms. By way of illustration, a message retweeted 15 times reads: “I heard 
that Šlesers won’t vote for PLL either, because they’re said to be thiefs” (our 
emphasis). In addition to cleverly poking fun at the politician by suggesting he will 
not vote for his own party, the message succeeds in conveying that the author will not 
vote for Šlesers, that he assumes that his in-group members will not do so, and that 
anyone who does vote for Šlesers will be seen as voting for a thief and undermining 
his or her in-group membership. In short, Twitter conformity mechanisms are just as 
compact as the medium itself.  
 Yet without a conforming audience, such successful guidance toward a rigidified, 
formal categorisation would not be possible (we may well judge the above message as 
successful, since it is on the list of top retweets). The tension between individual 
opinion and in-group identification (the personal vs. the interpersonal/social self) is 
resolved through a balance of stereotyping processes: just as the political parties and 
actors are stereotyped to fit into one of the few cognitive categories carved out for the 
occasion of the election, so the individual members engage in a certain degree of self-
stereotyping [20]. Members will be more willing to overlook differences of opinion 
and concentrate on their commonalities (real or imagined) when membership is seen 
as beneficial, and particularly if the group is seen as working toward a common goal 
of some sort – in this case, victory in the parliamentary elections [4]. Because intra-
group attraction on Twitter in the run-up to parliamentary election is ideational rather 
than interpersonal, the in-group achieves a high degree of political cohesion in part 
simply through perceiving itself as a cohesive unit. 

                                                
6 An example that is comparatively demure and reproducible in an academic paper refers to the leader of 

the party perceived as being in the “parasites” group: “A little boy falls. Šlesers helps him up. ‘So, I 
guess now you will vote for me?’ ‘I only hurt my foot, not my head!’”. 
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6 Results and Conclusion  

We have formulated a correlation according to which three factors contribute to the 
efficiency of political messages in the electoral discourse – in particular, for a given 
collocation bigram: (a) the variety of thematic contexts of occurrence, (b) the 
frequency of mention, (c) positive connotations. (While there are other factors 
determining efficiency, this study has focused on popularity-oriented facets.) We have 
therefore extended the results stated by [12, 14] regarding the correlation between 
minority parties, Twitter activity, and election results. The dynamics of Twitter users’ 
interest in the event (the election) can be observed through hashtag usage and the 
most retweeted messages. Top retweets, in turn, convey user sentiment toward 
political parties and individuals.  

We have noted instances of discrepancy between attitudes toward individual 
politicians as opposed to attitudes toward political groups, and observed that frequent 
positive mention of individuals can lead to a heightened cognitive significance of this 
individual, causing the perception of the significance of the relevant organization to 
recede into the background.  
 We envision possible applications of this work in analysis tools correlating Twitter 
dynamics with the structure generated from the parameters:  (a) the variety of 
occurrence contexts, (b) the frequency of mention, (c) positive connotations 
(generated semi-automatically). The items which fit into the highest ranking of such 
analysis results can be further analyzed manually and a variety of pragmatic effects 
(stereotyping, presupposition generation a.o.) might be observed. 
 Finally, we can hypothesize that the user of a microblogging resource such as 
Twitter extends the sphere of his or her cognitive processing by involving additional 
interactive structures of communication. Thus, if we assume that the social 
categorization in a community consists of (a) self-categorization as the most crucial 
and basic level of identity building, (b) interpersonal communities of individuals, and 
(c) large-scale social communities (e.g., national identity communities) including sub-
communities [4], we could argue that self-categorization involves a substantial 
amount of extended cognitive processing offloaded onto the digital environment (in 
our case, Twitter). In this sense, the results provided by our study can complement 
research on the extented mind [5, 21]. A more detailed analysis of the extended self 
and offloading effects in cognitive processing is a topic for another study. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we discuss a variety of issues related to opin-
ion mining from microposts, and the challenges they impose on an NLP
system, along with an example application we have developed to deter-
mine political leanings from a set of pre-election tweets. While there are
a number of sentiment analysis tools available which summarise posi-
tive, negative and neutral tweets about a given keyword or topic, these
tools generally produce poor results, and operate in a fairly simplistic
way, using only the presence of certain positive and negative adjectives
as indicators, or simple learning techniques which do not work well on
short microposts. On the other hand, intelligent tools which work well
on movie and customer reviews cannot be used on microposts due to
their brevity and lack of context. Our methods make use of a variety
of sophisticated NLP techniques in order to extract more meaningful
and higher quality opinions, and incorporate extra-linguistic contextual
information.

Key words: NLP, opinion mining, social media analysis

1 Introduction

Social media provides a wealth of information about a user’s behaviour and in-
terests, from the explicit “John’s interests are tennis, swimming and classical
music”, to the implicit “people who like skydiving tend to be big risk-takers”,
to the associative “people who buy Nike products also tend to buy Apple prod-
ucts”. While information about individuals is not always useful on its own, find-
ing defined clusters of interests and opinions can be interesting. For example,
if many people talk on social media sites about fears in airline security, life in-
surance companies might consider opportunities to sell a new service. This kind
of predictive analysis is all about understanding one’s potential audience at a
much deeper level, which can lead to improved advertising techniques, such as
personalised advertisements to different groups.

It is in the interests of large public knowledge institutions to be able to collect
and retrieve all the information related to certain events and their development
over time. In this new information age, where thoughts and opinions are shared
through social networks, it is vital that, in order to make best use of this infor-
mation, we can distinguish what is important, and be able to preserve it, in order
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to provide better understanding and a better snapshot of particular situations.
Online social networks can also trigger a chain of reactions to such situations and
events which ultimately lead to administrative, political and societal changes.

In this paper, we discuss a variety of issues related to opinion mining from
microposts, and the challenges they impose on a Natural Language Processing
(NLP) system, along with an example application we have developed to divulge
political leanings from a set of pre-election tweets. While knowing that Bob
Smith is a Labour supporter is not particularly interesting on its own, when this
information is combined with other metadata, and information about various
groups of people is combined and analysed, we can begin to get some very useful
insights about political leanings and on factors that impact this, such as debates
aired on television or political incidents that occur.

We first give in Section 2 some examples of previous work on opinion mining
and sentiment analysis, and show why these techniques are either not suitable
for microposts, or do not work particularly well when adapted to other domains
or when generalised. We then describe the opinion mining process in general
(Section 3), the corpus of political tweets we have developed (Section 4), and
the application to analyse opinions (Section 5). Finally, we give details of a
first evaluation of the application and some discussion about future directions
(Sections 6 and 7).

2 Related Work

Sentiment detection has been applied to a variety of different media, typically to
reviews of products or services, though it is not limited to these. Boiy and Moens
[1], for example, see sentiment detection as a classification problem and apply
different feature selections to multilingual collections of digital content including
blog entries, reviews and forum postings. Conclusive measures of bias in such
content have been elusive, but progress towards obtaining reliable measures of
sentiment in text has been made – mapping onto a linear scale related to positive
versus negative, emotional versus neutral language, etc.

Sentiment detection techniques can be roughly divided into lexicon-based
methods [2] and machine-learning methods [1]. Lexicon-based methods rely on
a sentiment lexicon, a collection of known and pre-compiled sentiment terms. A
document’s polarity is the ratio of positive to negative terms. Machine learning
approaches make use of syntactic and/or linguistic features, including sentiment
lexicons. Hybrid approaches are very common, and sentiment lexicons play a
key role in the majority of methods. However, such approaches are often in-
flexible regarding the ambiguity of sentiment terms. The context in which a
term is used can change its meaning, which is particularly true for adjectives in
sentiment lexicons [3]. Several evaluations have shown that sentiment detection
methods should not neglect contextual information [4, 5], and have identified con-
text words with a high impact on the polarity of ambiguous terms [6]. Besides
the ambiguity of human language, another bottleneck for sentiment detection
methods is the time-consuming creation of sentiment dictionaries. One solution
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to this is a crowdsourcing technique to create such dictionaries with minimal
effort, such as the Sentiment Quiz Facebook application1.

However, sentiment dictionaries alone are not enough, and there are ma-
jor problems in applying such techniques to microposts such as tweets, which
typically do not contain much contextual information and which assume much
implicit knowledge. They are also less grammatical than longer posts and make
frequent use of emoticons and hashtags, which can form an important part of the
meaning. This means that typical NLP solutions such as full - or even shallow -
parsing are unlikely to work well, and new solutions need to be incorporated for
handling extra-linguistic information. Typically, they also contain extensive use
of irony and sarcasm, which are also difficult for a machine to detect.

There exists a plethora of tools for performing sentiment analysis of tweets,
though most work best on mentions of product brands, where people are clearly
expressing opinions about the product. Generally, the user enters a search term
and gets back all the positive and negative (and sometimes neutral) tweets that
contain the term, along with some graphics such as pie charts or graphs. Typi-
cal basic tools are Twitter Sentiment2, Twends3 and Twitrratr4. Slightly more
sophisticated tools such as SocialMention5 allow search in a variety of social net-
works and produce other statistics such as percentages of Strength, Passion and
Reach, while others allow the user to correct erroneous analyses. While these
tools are simple to use and often provide an attractive display, their analysis
is very rudimentary, performance is low, and they do not identify the opinion
holder or the topic of the opinion, assuming (often wrongly) that the opinion is
related to the keyword.

3 Opinion mining process

We have developed an initial application for opinion mining using GATE [7], a
freely available toolkit for language processing. The first stage in the system is
to perform a basic sentiment analysis, i.e., to associate a positive, negative or
neutral sentiment with each relevant tweet. This is supplemented by creating
triples of the form <Person, Opinion, Political Party>, e.g., <Bob Smith, pro,
Labour> to represent the fact that Bob Smith is a Labour supporter. Given
the nature of tweets, we have found that it is fairly rare to see more than one
sentiment about the same thing expressed in a single tweet: if, however, two
opposing opinions about a political party are mentioned, then we simply posit
a neutral opinion at this stage.

Once the triples have been extracted, we can then collect all mentions that
refer to the same person, and collate the information. For example, John may
be equally drawn towards more than one party, not just Labour, but hates

1 http://apps.facebook.com/sentiment-quiz
2 http://twittersentiment.appspot.com/
3 http://twendz.waggeneredstrom.com/
4 http://twitrratr.com/
5 http://socialmention.com/
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the Conservatives. His opinion may also change over time, especially during
the pre-election phase, or since the recent elections. We thus go beyond typical
sentiment analysis techniques which only look at a static opinion at a fixed point
in time. This is important because it enables us to make much more interesting
observations about political opinions and how they are affected by various events.

4 The pre-election twitter corpus

For the development of our application, we used a corpus of political tweets col-
lected over the UK pre-election period in 20106. The Twitter Streaming API7

was used to collect tweets from this period according to a variety of relevant
criteria (use of hash tags such as #election2010, #bbcqt (BBC Question Time),
#Labour etc., specific mention of various political parties or words such as “elec-
tion”, and so on). The tweets were collected in JSON format and then converted
to xml using the JSON-Lib library8. The corpus contains about 5 million tweets;
however it contains many duplicates. De-duplication, which formed a part of the
conversion process, reduced the corpus size by about 20% to around 4 million
tweets.

The corpus contains not only the tweets themselves, but also a large amount
of metadata associated with each tweet, such as its date and time, the number
of followers of the person tweeting, the location and other information about the
person tweeting, and so on. This information is useful for disambiguation and
for collating the information later. Figure 1 depicts a tweet loaded in GATE,
with the text and some of the metadata (location, author, and author profile)
highlighted. We should note that the method for collecting tweets is not perfect,
as we find some tweets which are nothing to do with the election, due to am-
biguous words (in particular, “Labour” which could also be a common noun, and
“Tory” which could also be a person’s name). For future work, we plan a more
sophisticated method for collecting and pruning relevant tweets; nevertheless,
this quick and dirty method enabled us to get the initial experiments underway
quickly.

5 Application

The application consists of a number of processing modules combined to form
an application pipeline. First, we use a number of linguistic pre-processing com-
ponents such as tokenisation, part-of-speech tagging, morphological analysis,
sentence splitting, and so on. Full parsing is not used because of the nature of
the tweets: from past experience, we know it is very unlikely that the quality
would be sufficiently high. Second, we apply ANNIE [8], the default named entity

6 We are very grateful to Matthew Rowe for allowing us to use this corpus.
7 http://dev.twitter.com/pages/streaming api
8 http://json-lib.sourceforge.net/
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of a tweet in GATE, with relevant metadata

recognition system available as part of GATE, in order to recognise named enti-
ties in the text (Person, Organisation, Location, Date, Time, Money, Percent).
The named entities are then used in the next stages: first for the identification
of opinion holders and targets (i.e., people, political parties, etc.), and second,
as contextual information for aiding opinion mining.

The main body of the opinion mining application involves a set of JAPE
grammars which create annotations on segments of text. JAPE is a Java-based
pattern matching language used in GATE [9]. The grammar rules create a num-
ber of temporary annotations which are later combined with existing annotations
and converted into final annotations. In addition to the grammars, we use a set
of gazetteer lists containing useful clues and context words: for example, we
have developed a gazetteer of affect/emotion words from WordNet[10]. These
have a feature denoting their part of speech, and information about the orig-
inal WordNet synset to which they belong. The lists have been modified and
extended manually to improve their quality: some words and lists have been
deleted (since we considered them irrelevant for our purpose) while others have
been added.

As mentioned above, the application aims to find for each relevant tweet,
triples denoting three kinds of entity: Person, Opinion and Political Party. The
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application creates a number of different annotations on the text which are then
combined to form these triples.

The detection of the actual opinion (sentiment) is performed via a number of
different phases: detecting positive, negative and neutral words (Affect annota-
tions), identifying factual or opinionated versus questions or doubtful statements,
identifying negatives, and detecting extra-linguistic clues such as smileys.

Because we only want to process the actual text of the tweet, and not the
metadata, we use a special processing resource (the Segment Processing PR) to
run our application over just the text covered by the XML “text” tag in the
tweet. We also use this to access various aspects of the metadata from the tweet,
such as the author information, as explained below.

5.1 Affect annotations

Affect annotations denote the sentiment expressed in the tweet, which could be
positive, negative or neutral towards a particular party. These are created pri-
marily by the gazetteer (sentiment dictionary), but the sentiment denoted can
then be modified by various contextual factors. First, the gazetteer is used to find
mentions of positive and negative words, such as “beneficial” and “awful” re-
spectively. A check is performed to ensure that the part of speech of the gazetteer
entry matched and the word in the text are the same, otherwise no match is pro-
duced. This ensures disambiguation of the various categories. For example, note
the difference between the following pairs of phrases: “Just watched video about
awful days of Tory rule” vs “Ah good, the entertainment is here.” In the first
phrase, “awful” is an adjective and refers to the “days of Tory rule”: this would
be appropriate as a match for a negative word. In the second phrase, “good”
is an adverb and should not be used as a match for a positive sentiment about
the entertainment (it does not actually denote that the entertainment itself is
good, only that the author is looking forward to the entertainment). Similarly,
note the difference between the preposition and verb “like” in the following pair
of phrases, which again express very different sentiments about the person in
question: “People like her should be shot.” vs “People like her.”

5.2 Other clues

Hashtags can also be a source of information about the opinion of the author.
Some are fairly explicit, for example #VoteSNP, #Labourfail, while others are
more subtle, e.g., #torytombstone, #VoteFodderForTheTories. Currently, we
list a number of frequently occurring hashtags of this sort in a gazetteer list,
but future work will involve deconstructing some of these hashtags in order to
deduce their meaning on the fly (since they are not correctly tokenised, they
will not be recognised by our regular gazetteers and grammars). Some hashtags
are easier to decipher the meaning of than others: for example, #torytombstone
requires some implicit knowledge about the use of the word “tombstone” being
used in a derogatory way.
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5.3 Opinionated statements

This phase checks the tweets to see if they are opinionated, or whether they
contain questions or doubtful statements. For example, it is hard to tell from the
question: “Wont Unite’s victory be beneficial to Labour?” whether the author is
a supporter of Labour or not, so we posit simply a neutral opinion here. Initially,
we match any statement containing an Affect annotation as being opinionated,
unless it contains a question, but this could be extended to deal with other
cases. We annotate any tweet that contains a question mark (or potentially
other distinguishing question-related features) as a Question, and retain it for
possible later use, but do not annotate it as an Opinion at this point.

5.4 Negatives

This phase checks the tweet to see if it contains some negative word (as found in a
gazetteer list), such as “not”, “couldn’t”, “never” and so on. In most cases, it will
reverse the opinion already found: the existing feature value on the Sentiment
annotation is changed from “pro” to “anti” or vice versa. More complex negatives
include checking for words such as “against”, “stop” and so on as part of a noun
phrase involving a political party, or as part of a verb phrase followed by a
mention of a political party.

5.5 Political Party

Finding the name of the Political Party in the tweet is generally straightforward
as there are only a limited number of ways in which they are usually referred to.
As mentioned above, however, there is some ambiguity possible. We therefore
use other clues in the tweet, where possible, to help resolve these. For example,
if “Tory” is part of a person’s name (identified by ANNIE), we discard it as a
possible political party.

5.6 Identifying the Opinion Holder

Where a Person is identified in the tweet as the holder of the opinion (via another
set of grammar rules), we create a Person annotation. If the opinion holder in
the pattern matched is a Person or Organization, we create a Person annotation
with the text string as the value of an opinion holder feature on the annotation.
If the opinion holder in the pattern matched is a pronoun, we first find the value
of the string of the matching proper noun antecedent and use this as the value
of the opinion holder feature. Currently, we only match opinion holders within
the same sentence.

However, there may not always be an explicit opinion holder. In many cases,
the author of the tweet is the opinion holder, e.g., “I’m also going to vote Tory.
Hello new world.” Here we can co-refer “I” with the person tweeting. In other
cases, there is no opinion holder explicitly mentioned, e.g., “Vote for Labour.
Harry Potter would.” In this case, we can assume that the opinion is also held
by the author. In both cases, therefore, we use “author” as the value of opin-
ion holder, and get the details of the tweet author from the xml metadata.
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5.7 Creating triples

As described above, we first create temporary annotations for Person, Organiza-
tion, Vote, Party, Negatives etc. based on gazetteer lookup, named entities and
so on. We then use a set of rules to combine these into triples, for example:

<Person, Vote, Party>
“Tory Phip admits he voted LibDem” → <Phip, pro, LibDem>

<Person, Party, Affect>
“When they get a Tory government they’ll be sorry.” → <author, anti, Tory>

Finally, we create an annotation “Sentiment” which has the following features:

– kind = pro Labour, anti LibDem, etc.
– opinion holder = Bob Smith, author, etc.

Currently, we restrict ourselves to rules which are very likely to be successful,
thus achieving high Precision at the expense of Recall. These rules should be
eventually expanded in order to get more hits, although Precision may suffer as
a result.

6 Evaluation and Discussion

We evaluated the first stage of this work, i.e., the basic opinion finding appli-
cation, on a sample set of 1000 tweets from the large political corpus (selected
randomly by a Python script). We then ran the application over this test set
and compared the results. Table 1 gives some examples of the different opin-
ions recognised by the system: it shows the tweet (or the relevant portion of the
tweet), the opinion generated by the system (labelled “System”) and the opinion
generated by the manual annotator (labelled “Key”).

Out of 1000 tweets, the system identified 143 as being opinionated (about
a political party), i.e., it created a Sentiment annotation for that tweet. We
analysed these tweets manually and classified them into the following categories:
ProCon, AntiCon, ProLab, AntiLab, ProLib, AntiLib, Unknown and Irrelevant.
The first 6 of these categories match the system annotations. Unknown is marked
when either a political opinion is not expressed or where it is unclear what the
political opinion expressed is, e.g., “Labour got less this time than John Major
did in 1997.” Irrelevant is marked when the tweet is not relevant to politics or the
election, e.g., “i am soooooooooo bored, want to go into labour just for something
to do for a couple of hours :)”. The distinction between Irrelevant and Unknown
is only important in that it tells us which tweets should ideally be excluded from
the corpus before analysis: we want to include the Unknown ones in the corpus
(even though the system should not annotate them), in order to ensure that the
system does not annotate false positives as containing a political sentiment, but
not the Irrelevant ones. While only 2 documents out of the 143 were classed as
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Tweet System Key

I just constantly said “Vote Labour” in a tourettes kinda way pro-Lab pro-Lab

Daily Mail reveals PM’s wife has ugly feet http://bit.ly/b6ZNlK
¡–Eww! Another reason not to vote Labour.

pro-Lab pro-Lab

Still, can’t bring myself to vote tactically for Labour anti-Lab anti-Lab

@WilliamJHague If you fancy Interest Rates at 15.8% Vote Tory
.... they will throw you out of your house...back to the 80’s

pro-Con anti-Con

Vote Tory to stop them bleating! You know it’s worth it. pro-Con pro-Con

George Osborne. Reason number 437 not to vote Tory. anti-Con anti-Con

Vote Tory or Labour, get Lib Dems. Might as well vote LibDem and
have done with it

pro-Lib pro-Lib

@Simon Rayner sorry but laughing so much it hurts. Who in their
right mind will vote for libdem savage cuts?

anti-Lib anti-Lib

Table 1. Examples of tweets and the opinions generated

Key/System ProCon AntiCon ProLab AntiLab ProLib AntiLib Total

ProCon 5 0 0 0 0 0 5
AntiCon 10 5 0 2 0 0 17
ProLab 0 0 69 2 0 0 70
AntiLab 0 0 4 4 0 0 8
ProLib 3 0 1 0 6 0 10
AntiLib 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Unknown 10 1 11 5 2 0 29
Irrelevant 0 1 0 1 0 0 2

Total 28 7 85 14 8 1 143
Table 2. Confusion matrix for evaluation corpus

Irrelevant, 29 were classed as Unknown (roughly 20%). This means that roughly
80% of the documents that the system classified with a Sentiment, were in fact
opinionated, though not all of them had the correct opinion.

Table 2 shows a confusion matrix for the different sentiments recognised by
the system, compared with those in the Key (the manually generated senti-
ments). This table only depicts the results for those tweets where the system
recognised a Sentiment as present: it does not show the Missing annotations
(where the system failed to recognise a valid Sentiment). The figures in bold
indicate a correct match between System and Key. Overall, the system achieved
a Precision of 62.2%, which is promising for work at this early stage.

Unfortunately, it was not feasible in this preliminary evaluation to manually
annotate 1000 tweets, so we cannot calculate system Recall easily. However, we
can extrapolate some hypothesised Recall based on a smaller sample. We took
150 of the tweets which were not classified as opinionated by the system, and
annotated them manually. Of these, 127 (85%) were correct, i.e., were classified
as Unknown or Irrelevant by the human annotator. Assuming that this sample
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is representative, we can predict the Recall. For the task of finding whether
a political sentiment exists or not (regardless of its orientation), we get 78%
Precision and predict 47% Recall. Where a document was found to contain a
political sentiment, the polarity of this sentiment was correct in 79% of cases.
Overall, for the task of both correctly identifying that a document contained a
political sentiment, and correctly identifying its polarity, we get 62% Precision
and predict 37% Recall.

While the Recall of our system is clearly less than ideal, this is unsurprising
at this stage because it has been developed with Precision rather than Recall in
mind, i.e., only to produce a result if it is reasonably certain. As we have discussed
earlier, there is plenty of scope for improvements to the NLP, in order to improve
the Recall of the system. The Precision could also be tightened up further by
improving the negation aspect of the rules (most of the errors are related either
to not correctly identiying a negative, or by missing out on language nuances
such as sarcasm, which are hard for an automated system to deal with). Further
evaluation will focus on a larger number of tweets.

It is important also to recognise in the context of evaluation, that perform-
ing NLP tasks on social media is in general a harder task than on news texts,
for example, because of the style and lack of correct punctuation, grammar etc.
Shorter posts such as tweets suffer even more in this respect, and therefore per-
formance of NLP is likely to be lower than for other kinds of text. Also, tweets in
particular assume a high level of contextual and world knowledge by the reader,
and this information can be very difficult to acquire automatically. For example,
one tweet in our dataset likened a politician to Voldemort, a fictional character
from the Harry Potter series of books. This kind of world knowledge is unlikely
to be readily available in a knowledge base for such an application, and we may
have to just accept that this kind of comment cannot be readily understood by
auomatic means (unless we have sufficient examples of it occurring). It is also
worth experimenting with machine learning techniques, although this also re-
quires a fairly substantial set of manually annotated data. Previous experiments
with supervised machine learning techniques on classifying opinions about busi-
nesses and transactions using a data-driven approach rather than relying on a
priori information proved relatively successful [11], and we shall look to expand
on this work in the future.

7 Conclusions

Typically, opinion mining looks at social media content to analyse people’s ex-
plicit opinions about an organisation, product or service. However, this backwards-
looking approach often aims primarily at dealing with problems, e.g., unflattering
comments, while a forwards-looking approach aims at looking ahead to under-
standing potential new needs from consumers. This is achieved by trying to
understand people’s needs and interests in a more general way, e.g., drawing
conclusions from their opinions about other products, services and interests. It
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is not sufficient, therefore, just to look at specific comments in isolation: non-
specific sentiment is also an important part of the overall picture.

One of the difficulties of drawing conclusions from traditional opinion mining
techniques is the sparse data issue. Opinions about products and services tend
to be based on one very specific thing, such as a particular model of camera or
brand of washing powder, but do not necessarily hold for every other model of
that brand of camera, or for every other product sold by the company, so a set of
very isolated viewpoints is typically identified. The same applies, in some sense,
to political viewpoints: a person may not like a particular politician even if they
support the party represented by that person, overall. Furthermore, political
opinions are often more suject to variations along a timeline than products and
brands. A person who prefers Coke to Pepsi is unlikely to change their point of
view suddenly one day, but there are many people whose political leanings change
frequently, depending on the particular government, the politicians involved and
events which may occur (if this were not the case, then of course the party in
power in the UK would never change). Similarly, people’s interests and opinions
in general may change over the course of time, so an opinion mining system which
investigates such things (rather than just products, films and so on) needs to take
this into consideration. In order to overcome such issues, we need to be able to
figure out which statements can be generalised to other models/products/issues,
and which are specific. Another solution is to leverage sentiment analysis from
more generic expressions of motivation, behaviour, emotions and so on, e.g.,
what type of person buys what kind of camera, what kind of person is a Labour
supporter, and so on. To do this, we need to combine the kind of approach to
opinion mining which we have described here, with additional information about
people’s likes, dislikes, interests, social groups and so on. Such techniques will
form part of our future work.

As discussed earlier, there are many improvements which can be made to
the opinion mining application in terms of making use of further linguistic and
contextual clues: this work reports the development of this application as a first
stage towards a more complete system, and also contextualises the work within
a wider framework of social media monitoring which can lead to interesting
new perspectives when combined with relevant research in related areas such
as trust, archiving and digital libraries, amongst other things. In particular, the
exploitation of Web 2.0 and the wisdom of crowds can make web archiving a
more selective and meaning-based process. Analysis of social media can help
archivists select material for inclusion, providing content appraisal via the so-
cial web, while social media mining itself can enrich archives, moving towards
structured preservation around semantic categories.
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Abstract. Sentiment analysis of microblogs such as Twitter has re-
cently gained a fair amount of attention. One of the simplest sentiment
analysis approaches compares the words of a posting against a labeled
word list, where each word has been scored for valence, — a “sentiment
lexicon” or “affective word lists”. There exist several affective word lists,
e.g., ANEW (Affective Norms for English Words) developed before the
advent of microblogging and sentiment analysis. I wanted to examine
how well ANEW and other word lists performs for the detection of sen-
timent strength in microblog posts in comparison with a new word list
specifically constructed for microblogs. I used manually labeled postings
from Twitter scored for sentiment. Using a simple word matching I show
that the new word list may perform better than ANEW, though not as
good as the more elaborate approach found in SentiStrength.

1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis has become popular in recent years. Web services, such as
socialmention.com, may even score microblog postings on Identi.ca and Twitter
for sentiment in real-time. One approach to sentiment analysis starts with labeled
texts and uses supervised machine learning trained on the labeled text data to
classify the polarity of new texts [1]. Another approach creates a sentiment
lexicon and scores the text based on some function that describes how the words
and phrases of the text matches the lexicon. This approach is, e.g., at the core
of the SentiStrength algorithm [2].

It is unclear how the best way is to build a sentiment lexicon. There ex-
ist several word lists labeled with emotional valence, e.g., ANEW [3], General
Inquirer, OpinionFinder [4], SentiWordNet and WordNet-Affect as well as the
word list included in the SentiStrength software [2]. These word lists differ by the
words they include, e.g., some do not include strong obscene words and Internet
slang acronyms, such as “WTF” and “LOL”. The inclusion of such terms could
be important for reaching good performance when working with short informal
text found in Internet fora and microblogs. Word lists may also differ in whether
the words are scored with sentiment strength or just positive/negative polarity.

I have begun to construct a new word list with sentiment strength and the
inclusion of Internet slang and obscene words. Although we have used it for
sentiment analysis on Twitter data [5] we have not yet validated it. Data sets with
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manually labeled texts can evaluate the performance of the different sentiment
analysis methods. Researchers increasingly use Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)
for creating labeled language data, see, e.g., [6]. Here I take advantage of this
approach.

2 Construction of word list

My new word list was initially set up in 2009 for tweets downloaded for on-
line sentiment analysis in relation to the United Nation Climate Conference
(COP15). Since then it has been extended. The version termed AFINN-96 dis-
tributed on the Internet1 has 1468 different words, including a few phrases. The
newest version has 2477 unique words, including 15 phrases that were not used
for this study. As SentiStrength2 it uses a scoring range from −5 (very negative)
to +5 (very positive). For ease of labeling I only scored for valence, leaving out,
e.g., subjectivity/objectivity, arousal and dominance. The words were scored
manually by the author.

The word list initiated from a set of obscene words [7, 8] as well as a few pos-
itive words. It was gradually extended by examining Twitter postings collected
for COP15 particularly the postings which scored high on sentiment using the
list as it grew. I included words from the public domain Original Balanced Af-
fective Word List3 by Greg Siegle. Later I added Internet slang by browsing
the Urban Dictionary4 including acronyms such as WTF, LOL and ROFL. The
most recent additions come from the large word list by Steven J. DeRose, The
Compass DeRose Guide to Emotion Words.5 The words of DeRose are catego-
rized but not scored for valence with numerical values. Together with the DeRose
words I browsed Wiktionary and the synonyms it provided to further enhance
the list. In some cases I used Twitter to determine in which contexts the word
appeared. I also used the Microsoft Web n-gram similarity Web service (“Clus-
tering words based on context similarity”6) to discover relevant words. I do not
distinguish between word categories so to avoid ambiguities I excluded words
such as patient, firm, mean, power and frank. Words such as “surprise”—with
high arousal but with variable sentiment—were not included in the word list.

Most of the positive words were labeled with +2 and most of the negative
words with –2, see the histogram in Figure 1. I typically rated strong obscene
words, e.g., as listed in [7], with either –4 or –5. The word list have a bias towards
negative words (1598, corresponding to 65%) compared to positive words (878).
A single phrase was labeled with valence 0. The bias corresponds closely to the
bias found in the OpinionFinder sentiment lexicon (4911 (64%) negative and
2718 positive words).

1 http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/pubdb/views/publication details.php?id=59819
2 http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/
3 http://www.sci.sdsu.edu/CAL/wordlist/origwordlist.html
4 http://www.urbandictionary.com
5 http://www.derose.net/steve/resources/emotionwords/ewords.html
6 http://web-ngram.research.microsoft.com/similarity/
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I compared the score of each word with mean valence of ANEW. Figure 2
shows a scatter plot for this comparison yielding a Spearman’s rank correlation
on 0.81 when words are directly matched and including words only in the in-
tersection of the two word lists. I also tried to match entries in ANEW and my
word list by applying Porter word stemming (on both word lists) and WordNet
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Fig. 1. Histogram of my valences.

lemmatization (on my word list) as
implemented in NLTK [9]. The results
did not change significantly.

When splitting the ANEW at
valence 5 and my list at valence
0 I find a few discrepancies: ag-
gressive, mischief, ennui, hard, silly,
alert, mischiefs, noisy. Word stem-
ming generates a few further dis-
crepancies, e.g., alien/alienation, af-
fection/affected, profit/profiteer.
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Fig. 2. Correlation between ANEW and
my new word list.

Apart from ANEW I also exam-
ined General Inquirer and the Opin-
ionFinder word lists. As these word
lists report polarity I associated words
with positive sentiment with the va-
lence +1 and negative with –1. I
furthermore obtained the sentiment
strength from SentiStrength via its
Web service7 and converted its pos-
itive and negative sentiments to one
single value by selecting the one with
the numerical largest value and zero-
ing the sentiment if the positive and
negative sentiment magnitudes were
equal.

3 Twitter data

For evaluating and comparing the word list with ANEW, General Inquirer, Opin-
ionFinder and SentiStrength a data set of 1,000 tweets labeled with AMT was
applied. These labeled tweets were collected by Alan Mislove for the Twitter-
mood/“Pulse of a Nation”8 study [10]. Each tweet was rated ten times to get
a more reliable estimate of the human-perceived mood, and each rating was a
sentiment strength with an integer between 1 (negative) and 9 (positive). The
average over the ten values represented the canonical “ground truth” for this
study. The tweets were not used during the construction of the word list.

To compute a sentiment score of a tweet I identified words and found the va-

7 http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/
8 http://www.ccs.neu.edu/home/amislove/twittermood/
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Table 1. Example tweet scoring. –5 has been subtracted from the original ANEW
score. SentiStrength reported “positive strength 1 and negative strength –2”.

Words: ear infection making it impossible 2 sleep headed 2 the doctors 2 get new prescription so fucking early

My 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4 0 -4

ANEW 0 -3.34 0 0 0 0 2.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.14

GI 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1

OF 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1

SS -2

lence for each word by lookup in the sentiment lexicons. The sum of the valences
of the words divided by the number of words represented the combined sentiment
strength for a tweet. I also tried a few other weighting schemes: The sum of
valence without normalization of words, normalizing the sum with the number
of words with non-zero valence, choosing the most extreme valence among the
words and quantisizing the tweet valences to +1, 0 and –1. For ANEW I also
applied a version with match using the NLTK WordNet lemmatizer.

4 Results
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Fig. 3. Scatter plot of sentiment
strengths for 1,000 tweets with AMT
sentiment plotted against sentiment
found by application or my word list.

My word tokenization identified 15,768
words in total among the 1,000 tweets
with 4,095 unique words. 422 of these
4,095 words hit my 2,477 word sized
list, while the corresponding number
for ANEW was 398 of its 1034 words.
Of the 3392 words in General Inquirer
I labeled with non-zero sentiment 358
were found in our Twitter corpus and
for OpinionFinder this number was
562 from a total of 6442, see Table 1
for a scored example tweet.

My ANEW GI OF SS
AMT .564 .525 .374 .458 .610
My .696 .525 .675 .604

ANEW .592 .624 .546
GI .705 .474
OF .512

Table 2. Pearson correlations between
sentiment strength detections methods
on 1,000 tweets. AMT: Amazon Me-
chanical Turk, GI: General Inquirer, OF:
OpinionFinder, SS: SentiStrength.

I found my list to have a
higher correlation (Pearson correla-
tion: 0.564, Spearman’s rank corre-
lation: 0.596, see the scatter plot
in Figure 3) with the labeling from
the AMT than ANEW had (Pear-
son: 0.525, Spearman: 0.544). In my
application of the General Inquirer
word list it did not perform well hav-
ing a considerable lower AMT correla-
tion than my list and ANEW (Pear-
son: 0.374, Spearman: 0.422). Opin-
ionFinder with its 90% larger lexi-
con performed better than General In-
quirer but not as good as my list and
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ANEW (Pearson: 0.458, Spearman: 0.491). The SentiStrength analyzer showed
superior performance with a Pearson correlation on 0.610 and Spearman on
0.616, see Table 2.

I saw little effect of the different tweet sentiment scoring approaches: For
ANEW 4 different Pearson correlations were in the range 0.522–0.526. For my
list I observed correlations in the range 0.543–0.581 with the extreme scoring as
the lowest and sum scoring without normalization the highest. With quantization
of the tweet scores to +1, 0 and –1 the correlation only dropped to 0.548. For
the Spearman correlation the sum scoring with normalization for the number of
words appeared as the one with the highest value (0.596).
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Fig. 4. Performance growth with word
list extension from 5 words 2477 words.
Upper panel: Pearson, lower: Spearman
rank correlation, generated from 50 re-
samples among the 2477 words.

To examine whether the difference
in performance between the applica-
tion of ANEW and my list is due to
a different lexicon or a different scor-
ing I looked on the intersection be-
tween the two word lists. With a di-
rect match this intersection consisted
of 299 words. Building two new sen-
timent lexicons with these 299 words,
one with the valences from my list, the
other with valences from ANEW, and
applying them on the Twitter data
I found that the Pearson correlations
were 0.49 and 0.52 to ANEW’s advan-
tage.

5 Discussion

On the simple word list approach for sentiment analysis I found my list perform-
ing slightly ahead of ANEW. However the more elaborate sentiment analysis in
SentiStrength showed the overall best performance with a correlation to AMT
labels on 0.610. This figure is close to the correlations reported in the evaluation
of the SentiStrength algorithm on 1,041 MySpace comments (0.60 and 0.56) [2].

Even though General Inquirer and OpinionFinder have the largest word lists
I found I could not make them perform as good as SentiStrength, my list and
ANEW for sentiment strength detection in microblog posting. The two former
lists both score words on polarity rather than strength and it could explain the
difference in performance.

Is the difference between my list and ANEW due to better scoring or more
words? The analysis of the intersection between the two word list indicated that
the ANEW scoring is better. The slightly better performance of my list with the
entire lexicon may be due to its inclusion of Internet slang and obscene words.

Newer methods, e.g., as implemented in SentiStrength, use a range of tech-
niques: detection of negation, handling of emoticons and spelling variations [2].
The present application of my list used none of these approaches and might have
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benefited. However, the SentiStrength evaluation showed that valence switching
at negation and emoticon detection might not necessarily increase the perfor-
mance of sentiment analyzers (Tables 4 and 5 in [2]).

The evolution of the performance (Figure 4) suggests that the addition of
words to my list might still improve its performance slightly.

Although my list comes slightly ahead of ANEW in Twitter sentiment analy-
sis, ANEW is still preferable for scientific psycholinguistic studies as the scoring
has been validated across several persons. Also note that ANEW’s standard
deviation was not used in the scoring. It might have improved its performance.
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